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Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter provides an introduction to Young at Art in general and an overview of
the Creative Child Project.
“One of the most important areas…is the issue of creativity in children, the
development of this creativity and its significance to the child’s general development
and maturation” (Vygotsky, 1967, cited in Sharpe, 2004, p11).
“Our society today needs young people who are flexible, creative and proactive –
young people who can solve problems, make decisions, think critically, communicate
ideas effectively and work efficiently within teams and groups” ( CCEA, 2007).
1.1 Young at Art
Young at Art is one of Northern Ireland’s leading children’s arts not-for-profit
companies. It is the home of Belfast Children's Festival and Young at Art coordinated
events. Belfast Children’s Festival celebrated its 21st birthday in 2018. It is an annual
international festival for children aged 0 - 17 years and their accompanying adults.
Events take place both in and out of school time for schools, groups and families to
attend.
Young at Art coordinates a wide variety of projects that encourage children and young
people under 18 to enjoy the arts. Young at Art believes that every child should have
the opportunity to access exciting and original creative experiences, regardless of their
background; hence most of their programmes are universally accessible. Young at
Art also believes arts provision should be for children and young people and by
children and young people. Therefore, they promote child inspired work by
professional artists emphasising performance, exhibition and participation.
Young at Art provides a number of creative programmes. Creative Child is an arts
based engagement programme which works with nursery and primary school children
alongside their teachers and parents. Creative Writing- Fighting Words is a centre for
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creative writing which hosts free workshops for schools and youth groups as well as a
weekly write club. Visual Arts Families is an artist led programme which encourages
families to experience the visual arts. Young at Art also deliver theatre and arts events
to children and families in the form of arts workshops, Baby Rave, Culture Babies, Tea
and Tales and Everything that Isn’t Me. They have also created bespoke events for a
range of educational programmes and a public event, Land of the Giants, in 2012.
Young at Art also offers training and schemes for schools and youth groups to support
and develop theatre for these audiences.
1.2 Creative Child
Within Young at Art’s portfolio is the Creative Child programme which began in 2013
and drew upon previous work carried out from 2011 which worked on developing
drama and critical appraisal skills in children and the adults in their lives. The project
aims for children to have direct contact creative experiences using arts-based
engagement to explore building confidence, imagination, creativity, communication,
engagement and critical thinking skills. The project also aims to build creative capacity
with teachers, parents and children by providing opportunities to do artistic activities
together. The programme is designed for children aged 3 – 11 and currently involves
a number of nurseries and primary schools in West, East and North Belfast. Young at
Art aims to target further communities within areas of need around the city with this
child centred approach. During the project children are involved in a variety of creative
experiences which include drama, dance, visual arts and live performance. The
activities are designed to be process based encouraging child responses rather than
being adult centred.
1.2.1 Project Background
Elements of the Creative Child project were piloted, and existing learning built on,
during the BBC Children In Need project on the Shankill working with Early Years in
2014 with 6 nursery schools.
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The project was then expanded and developed on a larger scale across North and
West Belfast during 2015 with 18 schools – 12 nursery and 6 primary –supported by
BBC Children In Need and Halifax Foundation NI.
In 2016, with funding from BBC Children In Need and the Halifax Foundation NI, a
partnership was established and developed with Cultúrlann Mac Adam Ó Fiaich. The
Creative Child project was further developed with new pilot elements being
incorporated into the programme of activities.
In 2017, additional funding was secured trough BBC CiN Small Grants, Thomas Devlin
Community Fund, Cultúrlann Mac Adam Ó Fiaich and Victoria Homes Trust. A new
relationship was also established with The Strand Arts Centre.
Additional funders for 2018 are Ernst Cook Trust, Foras na Gaeilge, NIE Network,
Smurfit Kappa with partners Cultúrlann Mac Adam Ó Fiaich and The Strand Arts
Centre. 2018 will be a crucial year in securing funding for the future sustainability of
the project.
1.2.2 Project Content
Each class involved with the project receives 7-8 creative experiences of up to two
hours each.

Two of these experiences will be out of school attending a live

performance during the Belfast Children’s Arts festival and the other a drama
workshop in a theatre venue. The remaining sessions occur in school and involve a
parent and child workshop, drama, dance and a visual arts workshop all with a
professional artist. All transport and ticket costs are met by Young at Art and a prop
box linked to the live performance attended by the children is provided for all nursery
schools. All teachers involved in the project are provided with a place on the Young
at Art CPD course “All about Play – using drama in the classroom”. This is delivered
each January in partnership with Fighting Words Belfast and is free for all schools
involved in the project. Although no financial contribution is required, schools are
required to contribute adequate time to the project and its evaluation.
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1.2.3 Project Objectives
The key objectives for the Creative Child Project are:
Increased confidence amongst participating children;
Increased imaginative skills amongst participating children;
Increased critical thinking skills amongst participating children.
The additional anticipated benefits for the project are:
Increased creativity in the participating children;
Increased verbal skills and vocabulary in the participating children;
Increased confidence, ability to express themselves and a willingness to try new things
in the teachers, parents and children participating;
Increased level of creativity in teachers, their teaching methods and classroom
practices;
Professional development for teachers, artists and project support in child centred
delivery;
Paid employment & development of skills for artists and project support;
Increased parental engagement in their children’s experiences;
Positive role models for children and raising of aspirations.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Creativity is not a twenty-first century phenomenon as it has long been considered a
desirable attribute for learners to possess (Davies et al., 2017). Indeed Craft (2003)
provides an overview of the first two waves of conceptualising creativity in the early
years of education and suggests that the earliest statement on creativity was in the
1933 Hadow Report (GBBECC, 1933). This report took a child-focused rationale on
the education of young children and named imaginative activity and thinking as
important. The highly influential Plowden Report (CACE, 1967) built on this and
provided a landmark for a view of creativity in the curriculum where creativity became
associated with discovery learning and child-centred pedagogy.

Together, these

reports represented the first ‘wave’ of policy recommendations in fostering creativity in
the early years (Craft, 2003). However, when the National Curriculum was being
formulated in 1989 there was a high emphasis on knowledge content and Craft
describes how creativity was pushed to the back of policy makers’ priorities. Yet
around the turn of the century, a number of policy developments heralded a second
‘wave’ of burgeoning interest in creativity.
Whilst creativity is not a recent phenomenon, it is now described as an essential
twenty-first-century competency (Robinson, 2001). Indeed, Craft and Hall (2015) have
alluded to a tsunami of change towards seeing creativity as fundamental to the twentyfirst century and living. It is even suggested that there is a need for greater creativity
in order to both survive and thrive in the twenty-first century (Craft, 2006). However,
this is in stark contrast to the current educational trend of the increased emphasis on
teaching to specific national standards and the associated increase in high stakes
testing. Indeed, in a troubling piece by Berliner (2012, cited in Jordan Starko, 2018,
p22), the narrowing curriculum is described as ‘creaticide by design’ where creaticide
is described as the national design to kill creativity in the school age population.
Similarly, Sir Ken Robinson queries if schools kill creativity in his well known TED talk
in 2006. However, Davies et al. (2017) argue that in recent years there has been an
outcry against ‘teaching for the test’, the pervading atmosphere of performativity and
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the associated focus on high stakes assessment in education and a call to return to
fostering creativity in pupils.
2.2 What is creativity?
It is suggested that creativity is a complex and slippery concept (Prentice, 2000;
Newton, 2012a) and this is evidenced by the many definitions that exist for creativity.
It has been proposed that the major tenets of creativity are: the ability to see things in
fresh ways; thinking along unorthodox lines and breaking barriers; using nontraditional approaches to solve problems; and creating something unique and original
(Duffy, 1998). The National Advisory Committee on Creative and Cultural Education
[NACCE] (1999, p290) defines creativity as ‘imaginative activity fashioned so as to
produce outcomes that are both original and of value’. For Wright (2010), creativity in
the context of early childhood involves both problem setting and problem solving, with
meaningful and relevant solutions being formed by the children involved. Indeed,
many definitions purport that at its most basic, creativity involves the generation of a
new product (idea, artwork, invention etc.) that is appropriate in some context (Jordan
Starko, 2018).

Hence, we can see that novelty and originality are often the

characteristics that are most immediately associated with creativity.
However, cultural contexts also impact our understanding of creativity.

Western

concepts of creativity focus on originality and are product-oriented. Whereas, many
Eastern cultures view creativity as a process of individual growth and a spiritual
journey in a shared community (Jordan Starko, 2018). Creativity is also recognised
on different levels with some writers distinguishing between ‘creativity with a big C’ –
the paradigm-shifting creativity of great figures in history such as da Vinci or Einstein
– and ‘creativity with a little c’ – the more commonplace innovations of everyday life
(Craft, 2003; Jordan Starko, 2018). ‘Little c creativity’, when set in the context of the
early years of education, has been defined as a life-wide resourcefulness which is
effective in successfully enabling the individual to chart a course of action by seeing
opportunities as well as overcoming obstacles (Craft, 2003). Therefore, creativity is
not another experience to be added into an already over-crowded day; rather, it is a
way of thinking and working which enhances learning in any area. Hence, building
learning power has creativity at its heart (Newton, 2012a)
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2.3 Why creativity?
Creativity is considered a process that strengthens mind skills in a way that leads to
bringing about a completely new approach. It is also believed to be a form of behaviour
in which a child resists routine answers, looks for contradictions, considers uncertainly
and encourages different and imaginative solutions to problems (Al-Dababneh et al.,
2017). Similarly, a number of attitudes are associated with creativity such as choosing
challenges rather than avoiding them, tolerating risk and being able to confront
uncertainty and enjoy complexity (Meadows, 2006, cited in Robson, 2014). These
valuable attitudes also imply a role for essential emotional skills such as self-efficacy
and self-esteem (Robson, 2012). Creativity has also been recognised for its
humanising potential as it contributes to the development of a whole person living in
relationships with others; therefore, it develops the community and its values through
the individuals within it (Chappell, et al., 2016).
Craft (2003) has argued strongly that creativity is an essential skill for children to foster
in our complex and rapidly changing world as it helps children to be an effective and
productive person. She further argues that uncertainty is a given in industrialised
societies in today’s world with less predictable patterns of life. Hence, an individual’s
‘agency’ in determining directions through all aspects of life, making choices and
navigating and coping with unknown territory is particularly viewed as significant for
personal effectiveness. Hence, creativity is valued at a global level where creative
learners are seen as essential to national economics and global innovation (Craft and
Hall, 2015) but also at a personal level, where it is seen to enrich people’s everyday
lives as it equips people to function more effectively in our modern dynamic world
(Newton, 2012b).
2.4 Creativity across the curriculum
‘Creativity is manifest across all disciplines’ (Chappell et al., 2016, p274). Similarly,
Craft (2003) argues that creativity is relevant across the curriculum and is not subject
specific, although she proposes that creativity is exhibited differently in different
subjects and it also requires different pedagogical strategies to maximise learner
creativity in the different subject areas. For example, in a recent study, Cremin et al.
14

(2015) highlighted pedagogical synergies between inquiry-based science and
creativity based approaches in Early Years education.

They identified the huge

potential for creativity in exploratory science contexts when working with children aged
three to eight years.

However, Craft (2003) purports that the way in which the

curriculum is organised, whether as discrete subjects or themes across subject
boundaries, has significant potential in constraining or supporting creativity.
2.4.1 Creativity and the arts
The arts is one area in the early years where creative development can be nurtured;
indeed creativity is often associated with the creative and performing arts (Craft, 2003).
However, on a cautionary note, researchers do not want to fuel a position in which
creativity becomes increasingly connected solely with arts activities in early years
practice (Chappell et al., 2016).
It is not a new argument that the arts can offer substantial benefits if used as a teaching
and learning practice (Theodotou, 2017). Indeed, Theodotou (2017) discusses how
the arts in education has been a topic of consideration since ancient Greece. Indeed,
some would argue that since young children’s response to the world is primarily
sensory and aesthetic, early years curricula should give due attention to the arts
(Nutbrown, 2013). It could also be argued that it is not simply a recommendation but
a requirement since the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child [UNCRC], Article
31 states:
(1) States Parties recognise the right of the child to rest and leisure, to engage in play and
recreational activities appropriate to the age of the child and to participate freely in
cultural life and the arts.
(2) States Parties shall respect and promote the right of the child to participate fully in
cultural and artistic life and shall encourage the provision of appropriate and equal
opportunities for cultural, artistic, recreational and leisure activity (United Nations [UN],
1989).
Therefore, the UNCRC articulates the right of the child to appropriate cultural and
artistic activity and the responsibility of this provision to those working with children.
15

The report ‘All Our Futures: Creativity, Culture and Education’ (NACCCE, 1999) is still
widely reported in the literature today, even though it is nearly twenty years old. Similar
to Article 31 of the UNCRC, it adopts a democratic view of creativity which advocates
that everyone is capable of being creative and that it should be the aspiration of a
democratic society to ensure that every child has the opportunity to fulfil their creative
potential (Ogier, 2017). In a recent paper, Nutbrown (2013) discusses the importance
of the arts as nourishment for humanity and how this is visible around the world in
many examples of arts based projects. However, she cautions that young children’s
experiences of the arts has been much neglected in the UK and she argues that artsbased learning needs to be more widely articulated and developed in the early years
with much greater clarity of what arts-based learning is and its crucial role in children’s
holistic development.
2.5 Conclusion
With this brief overview of current perspectives on creativity and the value of artsbased learning in the early years, it is clear that there are still dilemmas regarding
these areas in education. The Young at Art Creative Child Project, as outlined in
Chapter 1, aims to develop children’s creative experiences using arts-based
engagement. This small-scale evaluation of the project seeks to build on the current
research base and investigate the impact of the project on the confidence, imaginative
skills and critical thinking skills of the participating children.
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Chapter 3: Methods
3.1 Ethics
Throughout the research project, the ethical guidelines presented by the British
Educational Research Association (BERA, 2011) and by the European Early
Childhood Research Association Ethics Guidelines (Bertram, Formosinho, Gray,
Pascal & Whalley, 2015) were closely adhered to. Ethical approval was granted by
Stranmillis University College.
Written consent was sought from the school principals, nursery class teachers and the
artists. Information letters and consent forms were also distributed to the
parents/carers of the children in each nursery class. Only the children whose parents
had returned their signed consent forms were invited to participate in the focus group.
The children were made aware that their participation was voluntary and that they
could leave the quiet room at any time and return to their classroom. Teachers, artists,
and parents/carers were assured that their confidentiality and anonymity would be
respected (Bryman, 2012) and that they could withdraw from the research at any point
(Robson, 2016).
3.2 Overview
The research took a constructivist approach as a lens to view people as dynamic,
social beings who interact with others to construct joint meanings within a given
context (Greig, Taylor and MacKay, 2013; Bryman, 2012).

Consonant with the

constructivist paradigm, the study employed qualitative methods (Boeije, 2010) in
order to understand and ascertain the views of the teachers, children, parents/carers
and project artists of the impact on children’s confidence, imaginative skills and critical
thinking skills through engagement with the arts-based Creative Child programme.
Several qualitative methods were employed to address the research questions:
1. Semi structured interviews with the individual nursery class teachers. (see
appendix 1)
2. Focus group interviews with the children. (see appendix 2)
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3. Semi structured interviews with the drama/dance and visual project artists. (see
appendix 3)
4. Focus group interviews with the parents/carers. (see appendix 4).
3.3 Participants
The participants included the class teachers (total of 3) and children (total of 18) from
three nursery schools in the Belfast area, one selected from North, West and East
Belfast. The six project artists that led and facilitated the Creative Child programme
also participated in the study along with the parents/carers of the children in the various
nursery school classes.
For the small-scale research study, Young at Art selected the three nursery schools
and their teachers based on the teacher and schools’ previous experiences and
commitment to the Creative Child programme. The child focus group participants were
selected before the project began based on the teacher’s perception of the children
who would be most likely to respond, engage and enjoy the discussion. Those
parent/carers who attended the parent/child session in the Creative Child programme
and expressed a willingness and were available, participated in the focus group.
3.4 Data Collection
Data collection occurred in the spring and summer term of 2018 and involved pre and
post project semi structured interviews with the three nursery teachers to ascertain
their perceptions regarding The Creative Child programme. This enabled a reflective
process whereby the nursery teachers could review and reflect on their own and the
children’s experiences and the impact of the programme (Creswell, 2008). On two
separate occasions, focus group interviews were carried out with the child participants
upon completion of the Creative Child artist sessions. Each focus group comprised of
five to six children and puppets were employed to encourage the children to share
their views. Focus groups are widely used as an appropriate method to conduct
research with children as they are comfortable and familiar with the process of group
discussion (Greene and Hogan, 2005), and can articulate in their own voices, their
perceptions, understandings and experiences (Darbyshire et al., 2005). Focus group
18

interviews involving three to six parents were also carried out with the parent/carers in
each nursery after they had completed the parent/child Creative Child workshop to
discover the impact of the programme on their children’s confidence, imaginative skills
and critical thinking skills. Finally, the project artists that had worked in each nursery
participated in focus group interviews.

The interviews and focus groups were

recorded electronically, and later transcribed.
3.5 Data Analysis
As previously highlighted, a qualitative research paradigm was adopted. The semi
structured interview and focus group transcripts were analysed using qualitative data
analysis techniques of organising, matching, and coding identifying patterns and
themes. The reported and analysed themes from within the data and the findings will
be discussed in the following chapters.
3.6 Outline of Creative Child Programme
The Creative Child project activities that were observed as part of the evaluation of the
project, and where interviews and focus groups were carried out with various project
participants, were:
Pre-festival workshop
Post-festival workshop
Extended Creative Experience
Parent and child workshop
The following section provides an overview of these activities.
3.6.1 Pre-festival workshop
The pre-festival workshop incorporated two creative workshops: one in drama and one
in visual art.

These workshops were run in the nursery/school setting, lasted

approximately 40 minutes each and were led by professional artists. They were
themed on the live theatrical performance that the children would be seeing during the
Belfast Children’s Festival. In the case of the nurseries which were part of the
evaluation, the performance was either ‘How to Catch a Star’ or ‘Penguins’. All of the
19

artists who worked on the project had been trained by Young at Art at their Project
Team training and planning days so that the artists could design child-focused and
child-led activities.
In the visual art workshop, the children’s imaginative and problem-solving skills were
developed through practical, hands on, explorations of materials. For example, in one
nursery which was going to see the performance ‘How to Catch a Star’, the visual art
workshop started with the children and artists using toilet roll holders as telescopes to
look up at the sky and talk about what they could see. The children were encouraged
to be imaginative and they made suggestions such as a shooting star and a moon
dog. These imaginative skills were developed further as the children created a picture
of what they might see through their telescopes using pastels, glitter glue and wool.
Similarly, at the end of the session, problem-solving skills were developed through
discussion about how they might get up to the stars. The children were encouraged
to use and learn the vocabulary associated with visual art and were encouraged to talk
and think about their own work and the work of others. This was enhanced through
the careful use of open-ended questioning by the artists to enable the children to
describe and explain their creations. They were encouraged to have pride in and
respect for their artwork as every child’s piece of work was valued by the artists.
In the drama workshop, the children learned about their imaginations, multiple
methods of expression, how to use and control their bodies in new ways and how to
understand non-verbal communications. For example, in one of the nurseries that
was going to see the performance ‘How to Catch a Star’, the children were asked how
they might catch a star, and following one child’s suggestion to use a ladder, they all
pretended to climb a ladder, reach for the star and climb down again. They were
encouraged to think about the noise a star might make and, as the workshop was
child-led, when a child suggested that a star might quack, the artist used this
suggestion and all of the children moved round the room quacking like a star. They
used pieces of colourful fabric as magic carpets to lie on and look up at the sky and
talk about what they could see.

The concepts and vocabulary of theatre were

introduced as the artists explained and demonstrated puppetry to the children as this
was going to be in the performance of ‘How to Catch a Star’.
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3.6.2 Theatre Performances at Belfast Children’s Festival
The two theatre performances that the nurseries in the project evaluation were going
to see were ‘How to Catch a Star’ and ‘Penguins’.
How to Catch a Star
This performance in the Lyric Theatre, which lasted about 45 minutes, was based on
the award-winning book by Belfast author Oliver Jeffers. It was about a boy who was
always looking up and dreamt of having a star as a friend. The performance combined
puppetry, a magical soundtrack, atmospheric lighting and beautiful staging.
Penguins
This performance at the MAC lasted about 50 minutes and told the story of two male
penguins at Central park Zoo who enjoy playing, swimming and dancing together.
They decide to try to hatch a rock in place of an egg which leads them on an adventure.
It is a show about friendship, fun and identity.
The children attended these shows with their teachers and classmates and parents
were also invited to attend.
3.6.3 Post-festival workshop
The post-festival workshops, one in drama and one in visual art, were led by the same
artists who carried out the pre-festival workshops in the nursery/school setting and
lasted approximately 40 minutes each. As before, they were themed on the live
theatrical performance that the children had seen during Belfast Children’s Festival.
During the visual art workshop, the children’s experiences and recollections of the
performance were built upon to encourage dialogue. For example, in one nursery who
had seen the show ‘How to Catch a Star’, the artists had stuck together the pictures
the children had created in the pre-festival workshop of what they could see in the sky
and they held this large sheet over the children while they lay on the floor looking up
at the pictures with torches. The children talked about what they could see such as “I
can see some sparkles” and “It’s dark; you have to use a torch”. Moving on from this,
the artist talked to the children about what they had seen in the show and how they
might catch a star like the little boy. This generated lots of discussion such as “Get a
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ladder”, “on a butterfly” and “Use a rocket ship”. The children had the opportunity to
explore the themes from the performance using a variety of materials and processes.
For example, the children used a variety of junk materials such as pipe cleaners,
lollipop sticks, cardboard containers, glue and cellotape to make things that would help
them catch a star. However, the focus was on process, allowing room for a maximum
level of creativity and play where all children’s artistic creations were valued whether
they created a rocket ship or whether they followed their own interests and created a
jungle.
The children’s recollections of the show were also explored during the drama
workshops through active processing of aspects that had made an impression on the
children. For example, in one of the nurseries that saw the performance ‘How to Catch
a Star’, the children remembered that the little boy and the star were playing and that
they danced, so the artist encouraged the children to dance a star dance. They also
remembered the little boy was trying to catch the star and the artist encouraged the
children to imagine they were stretching high to catch the star in their nets.
3.6.4 Extended Creative Experience
The theatre workshops for the nurseries involved in the evaluation were held in either
Cultúrlann McAdam Ó Fiaich or the Strand Arts Centre. This part of the project allowed
the children to visit an empty theatre space and to engage with the processes involved
in show production and staging. For example, the artists talked to the children about
the different parts of the stage such as stage right, stage left and centre stage and
played games with the children moving to these different parts of the stage. The
children had the opportunity to see back stage and the changing rooms. Here the
children had the chance to turn on the lights around the mirrors and imagining being
actors applying their stage make up. There were a variety of hats which the children
put on to imagine being actors dressing for their stage roles. The children then had
the experience of acting out a short story which they had created with the artist which
combined appropriate music and lighting to create atmosphere. All of the children took
a final bow at the end of their performance. This session gave the children ownership
over the experience of live performance and encouraged active expression of a world
they would otherwise not be exposed to.
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3.6.5 Parent and child workshop
Parents were engaged in the Creative Child project in a number of ways. Firstly, they
received parent letters after each workshop session. These were given to the children
to take home and they outlined what the children had been doing that day in the
workshop, who they were working with, what materials/processes they used and they
suggested questions the parents might ask their children to encourage the child to
reflect on what they did and how they felt about what they had created. Secondly,
schools were encouraged to bring parents to the Belfast Children’s live theatre
performance which the children also attended. Finally, one parent and child workshop
session was help in each nursery setting. This was usually held at the end of the day
and lasted about 40 minutes. This was open to all parents and was attended mostly
by mums but there were some dads and some grannies at the sessions. The parents
and children took part in creative games sessions with an emphasis on playing games
and having fun. The session aimed to give parents the skills to encourage and develop
imaginative skills with their children. For example, the artist showed a large yellow
sponge and encouraged the children to tell her what it might be used for. After many
suggestions, the artist then passed the sponge around the circle where the parents
were sitting with their children and they were encouraged to make their suggestions,
for example, a phone, a hat, a ball, a baby. The artist also led the group in imagining
they were wearing different shoes suggested by the children, such as beach sandals,
moon boots and clown shoes and modelled moving around the room encouraging the
parents and children to join in. The artist also took out a ‘magic backpack’ and
encouraged lots of suggestions for what might be inside and how it might be used. All
of these creative games allowed parents to become active in their children’s learning
experiences.
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Chapter 4: Children’s Experiences
This chapter presents an overview of children’s experiences of the Creative Child
project through their own words and observations noted by the research team. Focus
groups were conducted with children from each of the three nurseries at two stages of
the evaluation, following the pre-theatre and post-theatre workshops. Observations
were recorded by members of the research team during these workshops, as well as
during the parent-child workshops and the extended creative experience theatre
workshop.
4.1 Enjoyment of Workshop Activities
The children indicated that they enjoyed a range of visual arts and dramatic activities
throughout the project.
4.1.1 Visual Arts Activities
When discussing the visual arts activity during which the children at two of the
nurseries were making clay animals and houses for their animals, the children were
enthusiastic in communicating what they did and what they enjoyed.
I went to make animals in boxes for all animals. (S2)
We made, we made boxes! (S3)
Yes, and I decorated mine outside and inside. (S3)
I made an animal called a butterfly. (S2)
I liked when I was making my robin. (S3)
I liked playing with the dough [clay]. (S2)
I loved, um, playing with the clay, and I loved playing with the colouring in. (S2)
I learned how to do craft. (S2)
At the third nursery where the children were imagining how they could travel to the
stars and making a vehicle to get them there, the children were also enthusiastic about
what they had made.
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I made a space rocket. (S1)
I loved my space rocket. (S1)
I made a helicopter to get to the stars. (S1)
4.1.2 Dramatic Activities
Children also reported enjoying a range of imaginative games and activities that they
participated in during the drama workshops.
I liked the catching the star. (S1)
We played a penguin game. (S3)
And we had to run like a penguin! (S3)
I liked running like a penguin! (S3)
And know what we did? We saw a real baby penguin egg. (S3)
I loved the penguin egg. (S3)
In addition, the children also noted enjoying the show at the Belfast Children’s Festival.
When asked at this point in the discussion if the children liked the show, the whole
class gave a resounding yes! (Post-theatre workshop observations, S2)
4.2 Participation and Confidence
This section reports children’s levels of participation in various activities throughout
the project as observed by the research team. Children were observed to be actively
engaged in visual arts and drama activities, with these activities being child-led with
ongoing encouragement from the artists.
Children all on their knees on the paper floor, drawing what they might see through
their telescope – the sky, the sun, the clouds. Children all very engaged, using lots of
colours. (Pre-theatre workshop observations, S1)
Big tubes of glitter glue are taken out and put in the middle of the floor.

Artist

demonstrates how to use the glue and use brushes to spread the glue…Children very
engrossed in putting blobs, squiggles of glue on their picture…Artists encouraged and
watched letting the children use the glue whatever way they wished. (Pre-theatre
workshop observations, S1)
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At the post-theatre workshops children who were initially reluctant to participate, or
who tended to be quieter were observed to overcome any hesitancy and engage in
drama activities and discussion.
They [children] discussed Penguins (which had been a theme of the play in the theatre)
Children were very excited to take part in this discussion, all children even those who
would have tended to be of a quiet nature were taking part in this penguin discussion.
(Post-theatre workshop observations, S2)
The children then were involved in singing the penguin song. The children then moved
into ice skating and following this were asked for ideas to direct the movements of the
remainder of the class. Some children suggested spinning, others jumping. When the
music changed to different music from the show the children were given opportunities
to suggest different ways to dance to the music- these suggestions were – nodding
heads etc. Initially reluctant to suggest, the children soon with encouragement became
engaged. (Post-theatre workshop observations, S2)
4.3 Engaging in Imaginative Play
Children were encouraged to use their imaginations throughout the workshops,
discussing and being observed to engage their imaginations through a range of
activities.
Children at two of the schools discussed their participation in an activity when they
had to imagine that a ball given to them was a penguin egg and what sounds the egg
made.
And I could hear it. (S3)
And it’d do this [sleeping sounds]. (S3)
A number of children pointed out to the interviewer that the eggs were not real, with
one child noting that they were using their imagination.
No, we imagining. It was actually little balls. (S3)
I had a ball. (S2)
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Members of the research team also observed children engaging in imaginative play at
the extended creative experience theatre workshop, where children pretended to
dress up and put on makeup.
Then they go to the dressing room. Children sit on floor and the artist talks about this
being the room where actors dress up. They look at the mirrors and turn the lights on
around the mirrors. The artist asks what actors might put on and child says make up.
They pretend to put on makeup – mime putting on lipstick, powder, eye makeup. They
all look in the mirrors to ‘see’ what they look like. (Extended Creative Experience
observations, S1)
Children were also observed to engage their imaginations in the ‘Magic backpack’
exercise at the parent-child workshop, whereby they had to imagine that they had a
backpack and imagine what was in their backpack.
They [children] sit back down in a circle and get out their magic backpacks. They
pretend to get them off their backs, put it in front of them and open them. They [artists]
ask the children ‘what have you got inside yours?’
A crab
A scooter
A penguin
A dinosaur
A cat
Some of the parents join in:
One daddy has a plane – they get out the plane and everyone pretends to climb into
the plane. One child is a pilot, everyone behind, seatbelts on. (Parent-child workshop
observations, S3)
4.4 Engaging in Critical Thinking
Imaginative play was also used during the workshops to support the development of
children’s critical thinking skills, through encouraging children to solve problems and
make appropriate suggestions, as well as being open to the suggestions of others.
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When discussing the ‘How to Catch a Star’ show, the performance artists asked
children to imagine that they were going into space and suggest what equipment they
might need with the children providing a range of appropriate responses.
Then they imagine they are going off into space. The artist asks what we might need.
The children suggest:
A space costume, helmet, boots, space jacket, space trousers, gloves, backpack.
They pretend to put each item on as it is suggested.
(Parent-child workshop observations, S1)
The children were also encouraged to provide solutions to problems presented to them
by the artists.
[The artist] tells them they are going to make a plan for them to catch a star… she
asks them how they might catch a star:
“Get a ladder”
“Use a rocket ship”
(Post-theatre workshop observations, S1)
In another activity a sponge was passed around however the children had to imagine
it was a baby. The performance artist then asked the children to consider what a baby
might need, with the children again making appropriate suggestions.
‘A doo–doo’
‘A blanket’
‘A nappy’
‘A wee nap’ (Parent-child workshop observations, S3)
Similarly, when the children were participating in the imaginative penguin egg activity,
they provided appropriate suggestions regarding how they would care for the egg by
wrapping it up to keep it warm.
I wrapped him up…To keep warm. (S2)
So they could stay nice and warm with the mummy…They were still, but they were still
getting cold. So we had to, like, just put them around together to keep them all warm.
(S3)
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The children also exhibited a willingness to be open to the suggestions of others when
engaging in an imaginative activity whereby they had to pretend that they were
wearing different types of shoes as suggested by others and move accordingly.
They then walk around the room pretending to be wearing different things that the
children suggest. They then move in different ways depending what they are wearing:
Big massive clown shoes.
Welly boots.
Beach sandals.
Roller skates.
Octopus shoes.
High heels.
Penguin shoes.
Moon boots.
Flowery flip flops.
(Parent-child workshop observations, S3)
4.5 Key Findings
This section offers a summary of the findings from the focus group interviews with
children and the observations made by the research team.
Children discussed participating in and enjoying a range of visual arts and dramatic
activities.
Children were observed to fully participate in project activities, overcoming any initial
reluctance as their confidence grew.
The artists encouraged the children to use their imaginations throughout the project
and the children were observed using their imaginations across the range of activities.
Children were supported to develop critical thinking skills through the range of
activities. They were observed to exhibit problem solving, the ability to make
appropriate suggestions, and a willingness to be open to the suggestions of others.
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Chapter 5: Teachers’ Perspectives
This chapter presents the teachers’ perspectives on the impact of the Creative Child
project. Teachers were interviewed at two stages of the evaluation. The first interviews
were held prior to project commencement, with the second interviews held following
completion of the project.
Pre-project interviews sought to gain insight into teachers’ perspectives on the
confidence, imaginative skills and critical thinking skills in the nursery context, as well
as their expectations of the Creative Child project. Three teachers were interviewed
pre-project, two of whom had previously participated in the Creative Child project with
different groups of children.
Post-project interviews sought to gain insight into teachers’ experiences of, and
perceptions regarding, the impact of the Young at Art Creative Child project, with four
teachers interviewed as this stage (an additional teacher from S2 was interviewed).
The findings are subsequently presented in two sections. Section 1, the pre-project
section, provides context and a benchmark for Section 2, the post-project section
which presents teachers’ perspectives of the impact of the project. Exemplars from
interviews are used throughout this chapter to ensure that the voice of teachers is
given prominence.
5.1 Teachers’ Pre-project Perspectives
5.1.1 Confidence
Teachers discussed their views on the importance of developing children’s confidence
in the nursery in order to benefit them throughout their subsequent education; the
activities employed to build confidence in nursery; and their assessment of the
confidence levels in their nursery classes.
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5.1.1 (a) Pre-project Views on Confidence
All teachers felt that developing children’s confidence in the nursery was of great
significance, with teachers noting that it was particularly important to develop
confidence in order to prepare children for the move to primary education.
I think personal, social, emotional development and their confidence is one of the
things that I really strive for, and for them to build. Especially in their nursery year, as
I feel that if they don’t have that going into Primary 1, that they can really quickly fall
behind. We’ve got the time, the resources and the staff to help build that. So for me
that is one of the most important things within the nursery environment and in the
nursery curriculum for us to try and build on. (S2)
I feel it’s important, because then as they go up the school…you don’t want there to
always be the same children always answering, always shouting out… I think it’s so
important at this stage for them to feel comfortable and confident in what they’re going
to say. So I feel it’s very important. I think it’s good for their speech, for physical, for all
areas of development. (S3)
Another teacher noted that developing children’s confidence held parity in terms of
importance with developing their imaginative abilities and critical thinking skills.
High. Very high. I would put confidence with everything else. (S1)
5.1.1 (b) Pre-project Activities to Support Confidence
A number of activities employed in nursery to support the development of children’s
confidence were discussed by teachers. These included drama activities; progressing
from one-to-one to small group discussions, and encouraging speaking during circle
time.
I would say that we would do a lot of work on drama and music…and we would try and
do little performances, where we would do our topical songs and rhymes, our singing
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alphabet, which we change once a month. And we would try and focus on developing
performance skills and dramatic skills as well. (S1)
We would start quite small with them, as I say, on a one-to-one, and start building
them up in a smaller group. So we would have like small circle time activities with
them, where they may, for example, bring in their favourite toy and talk about it. Or
they may have built something, and again in that small group start to talk about it and
be more confident to share their opinion. (S2)
We… have circle time most days, and I found there was some children just weren’t
really engaging much in that…so we do certain activities to try and encourage,
especially in talking and listening confidence. You know, like passing a bear around,
or you know something, even if they say one word they’re taking wee steps. (S3)
A number of teachers discussed additional ways of developing children’s confidence
including involving children in classroom routines and providing responsibilities, and
using outdoor play equipment.
I think confidence is in everything. So say for example at dinners, bringing the children
into the routine. You know, ‘Right, ok, well who’s going to help me put out the forks?
Who’s going to help me put out the knives?’ And you see children at the beginning of
the year looking at you as if you’re speaking a different language…and then as time
progresses, you know, they are so keen and so eager to help you to the point where
if you wanted to quickly do something yourself you’d rarely get away with it anymore!
(S1)
I found, you know, children who are shy in the classroom, when you’re outside, giving
them an opportunity to go on the big climbing equipment, and taking that one wee step
further everyday there. And then they’ll all, they’re excited, and they maybe talk more,
and they want to come inside and tell people. I think the outside experience of that can
really help them across the nursery, and really just be so chuffed with themselves. And
then they’ll tell their mum, and they’re getting the praise at home, and so I would use
outdoors quite a lot. (S3)
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5.1.1 (c) Pre-project Assessment of Confidence
Each of the teachers discussed the range of confidence levels in their classes, noting
that some children were naturally more confident than others. One teacher noted that
children’s confidence would develop over the course of the nursery year, with
significant increases in confidence towards the end of term in the nursery. However,
all teachers agreed that they would like to see children’s confidence further developed.
I would say it would be very 50-50. Some children come in very confident, and just are
naturally confident in their personalities, and it’s just all about harnessing that and
bringing it out. Some children the opposite… very, very shy. Very withdrawn. But,
again, I would say between September and Christmas, I would see the, possibly a
huge change in confidence, and then again May/June…I would rate it 50 percent of
our children quite low. (S1)
We have maybe one or two who would still be quite shy. But, I think out of all, all three
aspects [confidence, imagination, critical thinking] that would be one that I feel we’re
quite good at the minute. But again, I don’t think they can have too much confidence,
it’s always something that can be built upon. (S2)
Some of them would be like 20 out of 10 on this one. There’s a few are very confident.
There’s a few, there’s one wee child especially, and she’d barely say, to an adult, she
would barely say, like, five words a day. But she’s improving. But there’s a few that I
would really like to help see their development, or their confidence developed. (S3)
5.1.2 Imaginative Skills
Teachers discussed their views on the importance of developing children’s imaginative
skills in nursery; the activities employed to develop imagination in nursery; their
perspectives on children’s opportunities for imaginative play at home; and their
assessment of imaginative ability amongst the children in their nursery class.
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5.1.2 (a) Pre-project Views on Imaginative Ability
All teachers noted the importance of children developing their imaginative abilities in
the nursery. Similar to their perspectives on the development of confidence, teachers
noted that developing children’s imaginative ability in the nursery could prepare them
for primary education, as well as impacting upon children’s learning and other areas
of the curriculum.
If they have an imaginative playful experience, and that’s the first foundations of their
school life, and they’ll carry that through into the Primary. (S1)
Exceptionally important. It would be one of the key focuses I would say, in our nursery,
in our play. I think once you engage children imaginatively, they can then become so
much more engaged in learning, whereas they don’t even realise what they are
learning. (S1)
I value it quite a lot, in that I think their imagination helps build on all the other types of
learning, especially their literacy learning, any future working, reading and writing. Any
imagination that they have to build on helps those skills, as they move forward. (S2)
A relationship between imagination and confidence was also noted by one teacher
who discussed how imaginative play contributed to the development of children’s
confidence.
So important for their confidence, you know, to help them become outgoing, to you
know, happy to speak out. The journey children make from September to June in
nursery is absolutely massive, in the change you see in them personally, socially and
emotionally. And that’s regards their confidence, their self-esteem, and all that
imaginative play is so, so important to engage that. (S1)
5.1.2 (b) Pre-project Activities to Support Imaginative Ability
A number of activities employed in nursery to support the development of children’s
imagination and imaginative skills were discussed, with two teachers noting the
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importance of them being child-led, and allowing children to use their imaginations and
engage in their own self-directed imaginative play.
I think the biggest thing in our nursery school is to go with the child. And if they want
to, for example, we have at the maths sorting different natural objects into different
criterion, but you go over and all they want to do is build little houses and play
imaginatively, and make things up, make stories up, then we run with that in our
nursery despite the fact that it goes against all your objectives. The point is you go
with the child in their, what they want to do. And mostly at this stage in nursery it’s
going to be imaginative play. It’s from that then comes a whole different aspect of
learning. (S1)
I think it’s good to follow their lead with their imagination, and allow them to use it, and,
through stories and art and all, and outside, and everywhere. (S3)
We do like, a lot of self-selection even during their play. If their play leads to something
else they can go and choose another box of toys. (S3)
The use of ‘small world’ areas and incorporating storytelling into play in order to
encourage imagination were also discussed.
We would have our role-play areas and our ‘small world’ areas, where we build on
children’s skills, their own personal experiences, and then build on their imagination
by setting up wee scenarios and, you know, talking them through different things. (S2)
If we’re reading a story, I try and bring the story through different areas of their play.
And then sometimes, you’ll hear them telling the story at the sand or at the water. (S3)
5.1.2 (c) Pre-project Assessment of Imaginative Ability
As with levels of confidence, teachers observed a range in levels of imaginative ability
among the children in their classes.
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I see some of them really struggle to, you know, have an imagination. Some of them
can be a bit serious. (S3)
Teachers noted that some children struggled with imagination and imaginative play,
stating that at times significant adult involvement would be required to initiate play.
I would say that 50 to 60 percent of our children have low imaginative skills, and low
imaginative ability. And that’s definitely something we would find… sometimes our
children can have weak ability, and it takes heavy adult involvement. (S1)
One teacher also suggested a relationship between imagination and confidence, with
children requiring confidence to engage in imaginative play.
At the minute we have a few children, and it’s more a lack of confidence that we’re not
seeing great imagination you know from them. So we’re hoping that as their
confidence builds their imagination will grow. So I’m not, you know, I think there’s a lot
of work for us to do with it. (S2)
5.1.2 (d) Pre-project Opportunities for Imaginative Play in the Home
Each of the teachers discussed their perceptions regarding the opportunities for
children to develop their imaginations and engage in imaginative play within the home.
As a whole, teachers did not feel that children had enough opportunities to develop
their imagination within the home, which they attributed to a number of reasons
including parents being unsure how to play with their children and requiring some
support; parents’ potential embarrassment at playing with their children; parents not
understanding the importance of imaginative play; or because children, instead of
engaging in imaginative play, were spending time on electronic devices.
Some of our children just don’t know how to play imaginatively, and I think that can
perhaps come from lack of parental involvement at home… lack of parental play. And
we actually have started to run play courses for our parents, to know how to play, how
do they play imaginatively, ‘cause some of our children come in and maybe have had
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very, very limited experiences of imaginative play. And … the role of the adult is huge
in that. (S1)
Through talking with parents I can see where parents struggle a little with it. That they
are almost embarrassed to play with their children at times. And I think that they
sometimes need a wee bit of support to show them, you know, what to do and how to
act with their children. (S2)
When you talk to the children you ask what do they do when they go home, and a lot
of it’s they sit on a tablet or watch TV, or before they go to bed they’re ‘I have tablet
time before I go to sleep.’ And I don’t feel that they play outside much, or you know,
with their siblings. I’m sure some of them do have lots of opportunity, but more
negatively I would say a lot of them don’t… and sometimes, the parents can nearly
crush it, ‘cause they’ll come, they’ll show their Mum a picture when they get collected,
and they’re like ‘What’s that?’, you know, and you kinda think ‘Aw no! It’s obviously a
dolphin!’ you know? ‘How can you not see that?’ So, I think parents just don’t maybe
understand the importance of it. (S3)
5.1.3 Critical Thinking
Views on the importance of developing children’s critical thinking skills in nursery, the
activities employed to develop thinking skills, and their assessment of children’s critical
thinking ability in their nursery class were also discussed by teachers.
5.1.3 (a) Pre-project Views on Critical Thinking
Teachers noted the importance of children developing critical thinking skills in order to
become independent; develop the ability to solve problems; develop empathy; and
develop teamwork skills.
I think it’s very important for, you know, for children to learn to think for themselves,
and solve problems themselves. And we really try and encourage their independence
in that, and not to do the thinking for them, but to let them. Like if there’s a problem,
with their friend, you say well ‘How do you think that might make them feel?’ Or ‘Why
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do you think you shouldn’t do that?’ you know? Instead of saying ‘Don’t do that!’ you
know?… and challenging them, we try and challenge them. (S3)
Yes, obviously massive, you know, being creative, sort of talking to others, their
teamwork skills, working together. (S1)
Once again, teachers noted the importance of developing children’s critical thinking
skills in the nursery in order to prepare and benefit children for primary education.
I would say that thinking skills and personal capabilities would be huge at every area
of play, at every aspect of nursery, and it would be something that I do say to parents
that those types of skills, nurseries have a luxury of being able to spend time on those
skills. ‘Cause when you’re up in the main school, if those skills aren’t there, and the
foundations of those skills aren’t laid, you do not have the time to focus like you do
down here. So it’s all about taking advantage of that luxury, that you have that time,
sort of, to be able to know how to work with others, how to manage conflict and how
to do all those things, and build their thinking skills and problem solving as well. (S1)
It’s one of the big things for us at the minute that we’re looking at, that we know that
going up into school that it’s a real big focus on, so we’ve tried to look at it here, down
at their level. Again, with those thinking skills comes the communication and
everything that goes with that. So, it’s important for us that through our learning, and
our plans that we put up, that we highlight some of the thinking skills that we can
promote with the children, that we can see the benefit of even for us highlighting it,
and then for us to be more aware of making the children more aware of things like that
as it does support their learning. (S2)
5.1.3 (b) Pre-project Activities to Support Critical Thinking
Teachers discussed a number of activities employed in nursery to support the
development of children’s critical thinking skills including through questioning or
presenting problems to children; creative and artistic activities; as well as the role of
the teacher in taking advantage of serendipitous opportunities to encourage critical
thinking.
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For us it’s a lot through questioning, in that we try to give them very open-ended
questions, try and build on, you know, those skills ‘Well what will happen next?’, or
‘What will happen if, you know, we do this?’ and not giving them those closed
questions. Giving them those open experiences too, that there’s not an end product.
That it’s just building on their imagination, and they’re thinking ‘How can we do this?
How can we make this better? How can we make this work?’ So it’s just providing
those wee sparks for them to try and build on their own thinking skills. (S2)
Again, challenges. Encourage them to solve problems. And I think a lot, a lot of it’s to
do with open-ended questions as well. Even if they’ve done art, you know, ask them
‘Oh, how did you make that?’ or ‘What have you done?’ To make them actually think
‘How did I do that? What did I make?’… So questioning, challenges, and circle time I
think is quite good as well, for discussion and talk about the World, and the World
around us. (S3)
Heavily, obviously through play. But again, I think it’s heavily dependent on the role of
the adult, and all about your ability to tap in to those opportunities to develop their
thinking skills. And if you’re aware of what they are, and you catch a moment in the
nursery where you have an opportunity to develop a thinking skill, and, well ok, well,
this problem’s happened so what can we do? Or, say a maths activity where you’re
thinking ‘Right ok, well we have to problem solve here and work out what we can do,
what we might do?’, and it’s about the adult harnessing those experiences and
providing those opportunities I would say. (S1)
5.1.3 (c) Pre-project Assessment of Critical Thinking
The variation and range in the levels of children’s critical thinking skills, and the need
for these skills to be supported and further developed were discussed by teachers.
Probably the same as their imagination. Relatively low. But, can I see a progression?
Yes. (S1)
We have a good few children that would be quite good, but there are a lot of children
that we really need to just focus on, and help, you know, deliver that learning, and
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those experiences too, that just need that wee bit more support. So again I would say
that it’s definitely something we would need to work on and a lot of the children would
need quite a bit of support with it. (S2)
We’ve a really big range. There’s a few of the younger children, and, I would say, their
thinking skills are probably just average, you know, ‘cause they kind of want you to,
you know, do everything for them, or, they can’t think beyond what they can kinda see
straight in front of them. But there are some then, the older children or just children
who just want to be teachers, you know, they think everything through. (S3)
5.1.4 Importance of Creative Experiences
Teachers emphasised the relationship between children’s creative experiences and
their confidence, imaginative skills and critical thinking skills. When asked if creative
experiences could impact upon children’s confidence, one teacher remarked:
Yep, massive…Yep, huge. (S1)
Another teacher noted that creative experiences could benefit children’s learning and
confidence without children realising.
It’s those creative experiences, and I find that children are, as I say, more involved,
are happy, and, you know, really want to be a part of. They’re having fun without really
thinking they’re learning and building that confidence. (S2)
One teacher noted the importance of providing positive feedback to children in
response to their creativity in order to develop their confidence.
Yes, if they get a good response from what they’ve made. Sometimes if a child has
made a picture and you’re like ‘Oh yeah. Very good’. But if you actually really praise
them…and encourage it …otherwise…they’ll just think ‘No, that’s rubbish’. So, as long
as they get a good response, yes. (S3)
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The links between creative experiences and critical thinking were also emphasised by
teachers, and the role that creative experiences can provide for children to
communicate what they have learned or what they have been thinking about.
I think it just allows them to express themselves and to express their experiences…
not all children can just give you the answer, but they think through what they draw, or
they, you know, I think it’s a good way for them to express what they want to say, or
what they’ve learnt. And use their imagination through that. (S3)
Through our experiences and our craft table, we would do a lot of junk art. You know,
so leaving things for children to stick together, and it was actually not so long ago that
one of our bridges broke and one of the children said ‘I can get sellotape and try and
stick it’, and they did, and they tried to, you know, stick it together, so it was through
that creative experience, we would just put things out and they would try to stick them
together. But it was the spark for him to say ‘I know how to fix this, I can put it together
again’. So we can see first-hand from there, those transferable skills from the creative,
to those thinking skills. (S2)
5.1.5 Expectations of the Creative Child Project
Teachers held a broad range of expectations regarding the impact that the Creative
Child project could have. Two of the teachers had previously participated in the project
with different groups of children and so also drew from these experiences in discussing
their expectations.
5.1.5 (a) Enhancing Creativity
Teachers discussed their previous project experiences and expectations that
participation in the project would support and develop children’s creativity.
I just think that it will be really positive, and enthusiastic, and engaging, and that they’ll
engage, you know, kind of all aspects of their creativity, not just drama, or not just art
or whatever. I hope it will, I imagine it will, kind of cover the ground around creativity.
(S3)
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Moreover, one teacher noted that the creative experiences that the project could
provide would enhance children’s learning through developing their critical thinking
skills and confidence, and prepare the children for their future education.
All those skills. Those creative skills. Those critical thinking skills, and the confidence,
and marry them together, I think there’ll be learners for life there if they’re able to use
all those transferable skills throughout their academic career. (S2)
5.1.5 (b) Enhancing Confidence
Teachers also discussed their expectations that children’s participation in the project
would support and develop their confidence, and again noted the reinforcing
relationship between confidence and imagination.
First and foremost that it helps their confidence levels, and as I said, once their
confidence level grows their imagination can grow with that too. (S2)
The personal, social, emotional, confidence, self-esteem side in all the imaginative
play I would say would be the next thing that they would get out of it. (S1)
The impact of the Young at Art artists as experts, and so able to build children’s
confidence was also noted by one teacher.
I think, you know, they’re the experts, and will be able to give the children the
confidence to say, you know, ‘I am an actor and I can do this.’(S3)
One of the teachers noted the expectation of the impact that the project could have on
children’s confidence by relating their previous experience of the project enhancing a
child’s confidence and willingness to participate in group activities.
We had a boy last year who did not take part in any sort of group activity until we
started the Young at Art. And it was through those activities that we really saw him
come out of his shell. (S2)
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The anticipated role of the Creative Child project in providing children with the
encouragement and confidence to try new things was also discussed.
I really feel it will help them to have a purpose in their role play, a purpose in their art,
and, you know, just have a better understanding of what is it they’re actually doing,
and make them want to try new challenges. And if they’re maybe not so confident in
the role play or anything, maybe give it a go and try it out. (S3)
5.1.5 (c) Developing Imagination
The teachers also discussed the ways in which they anticipated that the Creative Child
project could support and develop children’s imaginations, again linking imagination
with confidence.
I think it might show them that, you know, that it’s good to have an imagination, and
it’s important, and, everyone has an imagination. And, you know, to tell people about
it and tell people stories, and make things up, and that’s ok. (S3)
I think all their imaginative activities, because they’re so open and free. And you can
actually see the children, you know, reacting to Young at Art, and their saying ‘Oh
wow, that such a good idea, let’s do that, let’s go!’, and you can just see the pleasure
they get out of that. (S1)
5.1.5 (d) Developing Critical Thinking Skills
The teachers also anticipated that participation in the project would support the
development of children’s critical thinking skills, and again made links between
creative and imaginative experiences and children’s critical thinking ability.
I would say that it is giving children opportunities to develop those thinking skills. (S1)
Well from what I’ve heard and seen so far, probably it would help them think beyond,
think outside the box… I think it would be good to push them just outside of the box.
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And I think it would help children as well, the shyer ones, push them out of their comfort
zone, and, to express their thinking, so we can see it and enjoy it with them. (S3)
One teacher also noted that the Young at Art artists were a critical component in the
delivery of activities to develop critical thinking, being able to bring more life to
experiences than the teachers were able to.
Those critical thinking skills, we really see through those drama exercises, where
we’re, you know, encouraging the children to talk about, to recall, and you know, to
explain what they have done. And it’s only through all those experiences, and
especially the Young at Art experiences, where they can bring them to life a lot more
than I think we can, and the children enjoy it and the children are very engaged, that
you know, it can definitely help those transferable skills. (S2)
5.1.5 (e) Provide New and Unique Experiences
The role of the project in providing children with opportunities and experiences which
they would not otherwise benefit from was also discussed by the teachers, with
particular reference to the theatre experiences.
The children then go to the theatre, which, I know a lot of them don’t get. And that’s
an experience that does stick with a lot of the children. (S2)
The experiences. I don’t think any of my children would get taken to the theatre… they
would never be taken to something like that…and I would say the opportunities to go
to Cultúrlann and actually see around a theatre, they just wouldn’t get those
experiences. (S1)
I do think it’s getting them involved in something outside of the norm, especially for
where we’re situated and where the school is situated, that a lot of the children wouldn’t
get those experiences. So it’s good for them, it’s providing that experience. (S2)
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5.1.5 (f) Provide Teachers with New Ideas
The teachers also discussed their expectations of, or previous experiences of, the
Creative Child project providing them with new ideas and techniques to include in their
teaching.
I think it will help us as staff, which in turn will give us fresh ideas and enthusiasm for
nurturing that imagination. (S3)
I think it will provide things that I’ll maybe be able to keep doing, and give me ideas
that I can keep doing with them, and how to develop them. (S3)
When discussing the observed impact that participation in the project had on a child
who did not engage in group activities, one teacher noted that they adopted some of
the project activities within their class in order to continue developing the child’s
confidence.
We had a boy last year who did not take part in any sort of group activity until we
started the Young at Art and it was through those activities that we really saw him
come out of his shell. With his engagement in it we then timetabled into our own
schedule to complete the Young at Art drama activities every Wednesday, and we saw
his confidence just grow as the year went on last year, just completing those wee
activities. (S2)
5.1.5 (g) Increased Parental Involvement
The potential for the project to enhance children’s nursery experience through
increasing parents’ involvement in their child’s nursery activities and creative
experiences was also suggested by one teacher.
Regarding the parents’ involvement. I think it will be a great way for them to, kind of,
get on board with, you know, creativity and maybe encourage them at home if their
child’s doing art, how to, you know, get involved, as an adult with the child. (S3)
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5.1.6 Anticipated Challenges
Views on the anticipated challenges that the project could face differed between the
teachers who had previous experience of the project and the teacher who had not
previously participated in the project. Those teachers who had prior experience of the
project did not foresee any challenges to the implementation of the project, whereas
the teacher who was new to the project had some concerns over the levels of
participation from parents and children.
Maybe…parental involvement…there’s a few I think we could get, but, hopefully they
will get on board. And as I say maybe, there’s just a few that could be reluctant. (S3)
There’s a couple who I imagine won’t engage. There’s one little girl who doesn’t enjoy
loud things or anything like that, but I’m really hoping she’ll engage with it, but she’s
the only one I could say that won’t. (S3)
5.2 Teachers’ Post-Project Perspectives
This section presents an overview of teachers’ perspectives on the impact of the
Young at Art Creative Child project. Four teachers were interviewed following the
project, with an additional teacher from S2 being interviewed.
5.2.1 Confidence
All teachers felt that children’s participation in the Creative Child project supported the
development of their confidence. When asked to assess the impact of the project on
children’s confidence on a scale of one (low impact) to five (high impact), two teachers
noted significant impacts on children’s confidence.
Five. Definitely five. (S1)
I would say four or five. (S3)
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One teacher did not note such a distinct and direct impact of the project on confidence,
noting that children’s confidence would naturally develop over the course of the year
in nursery. This teacher did, however, feel that the project did support the nursery
programme in promoting children’s confidence.
It’s part of the whole process of what they do throughout the year… and another
opportunity to practise and to join in. But it is, at this time of the year you do see, you
know, some of the wee ones who have been really, really reluctant even to speak, you
know now are coming in telling us their news, they want to tell everybody what’s
happened… So it’s lovely to see that kind of confidence growing throughout the year.
And something like the programme that we were involved in this year with Young at
Art, was just another dimension, and another part of that, which is helpful. (S2)
5.2.1 (a) Willingness to Participate and Try New Things1
Teachers observed that children were more willing to engage and participate in art
activities and speaking during circle time following the Creative Child Project.
I would say there's two children, one girl and one boy that I have in mind, and they
would have been very reluctant to join in…and now they’re really willing to join in, and
I think it’s really improved their confidence…And especially one of those children at
the start of the year would not go near the craft table, like hated it, messy, like freaked
out. And now he’s like ‘Let’s do hand prints!’ He’s loving it. (S3)
There’s a lot more interest at the art table, I’ve definitely noticed that, and them wanting
to complete something…say for example, we were painting Christmas Trees in
December. You know, I would’ve struggled to get the children over, to maybe have a
go. Whereas today we were painting our own faces, and there was a lot of activity and
interest. (S1)

Links to the additional/linked project benefit of ‘Increased confidence, ability to express themselves
and a willingness to try new things in children participating’
1
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We do obviously, like circle time and things, and now nearly every child’s willing to
participate, and there was maybe a couple that weren’t that keen. But then a few of
them have just gone from saying, you know ‘At the weekend I went to the park’ [said
quietly and with a very even tone], to ‘At the weekend I went to the park, and I did this
and I did that!’ [said excitedly]. That probably is coming with age as well. (S3)
One teacher also observed that children were more willing to express themselves and
their ideas.
We do song time every day. And now, in the past, I’d say about few weeks, they’re
like ‘Can we make up actions for every song?’ You know the way some songs don’t
have any maybe-…But they’re like ‘We want to make our own actions’… I think that’s
maybe a confidence thing, again they’re really keen to, you know, show what they can
do and their ideas. (S3)
5.2.1 (b) Extended Creative Experience Theatre Workshops Key in Developing
Confidence
The teachers were unanimous in their belief that the extended creative experience
theatre workshop was one of the most valuable experiences for building confidence,
both through the activities the children engaged in while at the theatre, but also though
the experience of leaving the nursery, boarding a bus and travelling somewhere new.
I think the theatre visit was a big deal…getting on the bus, leaving nursery, all those
simple things that you might not think are a big deal to nursery…And I think Young at
Art even providing those experiences is fantastic. (S1)
One teacher noted the benefit to children’s confidence that the theatre trips provided,
but noted that not every child participated in the activities at the theatre.
I probably would’ve said the theatre trip. A lot of them did have the confidence to get
up there and follow another person’s instructions, and do the dressing up… two of
mine actually didn’t do it…one would still, you know, even at this stage, need a lot of
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help and guidance with their confidence. But I think it definitely did give them an
opportunity to increase that confidence, especially outside of the nursery. (S2)
In contrast, another teacher observed children who were initially reluctant to participate
develop confidence during the theatre visit and who subsequently went on to fully
participate.
I would say, going back to this trip out, I just thought it was great. Them all dressing
up together. Them all getting on the stage, and then being an audience, being the
actors, you know? Some of them at the start of that trip were like ‘I’m not going on the
stage’. But by the end they were dressed up, you know? And that can only be good
for their confidence… I think the trips out were great for their confidence. Even getting
that experience of going out on a bus and the whole thing, you know. (S3)
5.2.1 (c) Developing Confidence through Drama
Drama workshops, the skills of the artists, and the artists acting as positive role
models2 were also noted to have played an important role in developing children’s
confidence and involving children in larger group activities.
I also think the drama… I think the children bounce off the artists’ energy, enthusiasm,
and it creates like an ethos in the room, where the children reflect that, and then they
have that. So say, for example, if he [the artist] was to say, ‘What noise could we make
now?’ or ‘What could we do with this now?’ And, a child is unsure and maybe suggests
something really simple, he’s able to turn that into a brilliant idea and give them that
confidence. (S1)
Also the drama workshop. It took a wee while for them to gain their confidence to join
in in that sort of a setting where they’re all sitting in a circle, or joining in as a whole
class. ‘Cause I suppose maybe we’re doing things in smaller groups at that stage of
the year…so, it took them a wee while to kind of gain their confidence to join in, but

Links to the additional/linked project benefit of ‘Positive role models for children and raising of
aspirations’.
2
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once they did, they really did enjoy it. And it was good having a couple of male role
models for them to follow as well in that situation, ‘cause that was a wee bit unusual
for them. (S2)
5.2.2 Imaginative Skills
All teachers felt that children’s participation in the Creative Child project supported the
development of imaginative ability.
100 percent improved. (S1)
Their confidence, and their ability in developing their imagination skills, and coming up
with their own ideas that are a bit more unique… that kind of outside the box thinking,
you know? I definitely see a progression in that. (S1)
Four or five. [Out of five for impact on imagination]…Like they just, they love anything
make believe…they just love pretending. (S3)
Similar to their assessment of the impact of the project on children’s confidence, the
teachers from one nursery did not note such a distinct and direct impact of the project
on children’s imaginative ability. They did, however, feel that the project supported the
nursery programme in promoting children’s imagination.
Any sort of experience for them…helps develop their imagination, so, it would be hard
for us to say any other way than it just kind of supported it. (S2)
5.2.2 (a) Theatre Trips Key in Developing Imaginative Ability
The trips to the theatre, both to see a show at the Belfast Children’s Festival and to
attend the theatre workshop were once again observed to have been beneficial in
engaging children’s imagination and supporting its development.
I definitely think the theatre trip was a big one for them, because I don’t think our
children get taken to the theatre to see a live show like that; I think it’s very unusual.
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And, I think there was a lot of excitement and enjoyment, and discussion, as soon as
we got home. And, as well, we would do work with puppets in nursery, and I think it’s
changed their perception on that. We have quite a few puppets, we have like a little
boy ‘Sonny’, you know that we use in nursery, and he wears a nursery jumper. And, I
have noticed so much more interest in him from the Young at Art show with the little
puppets…and there was a lot more imaginative play I noticed, in nursery, through our
other topics, regarding puppets, from all the discussion and talk. (S1)
I think probably, you know, a lot of the dressing up things were of more benefit…so,
the theatre trip when they were actually able to use the different hats and things like
that, that they understood what they were trying to be and that was helpful to them
and that was probably the most successful. (S2)
5.2.2 (b) Prop Boxes Promoted Imaginative Play
Teachers noted an increase in the level of children’s imaginative play and engagement
in role-playing following the project.
They actually really enjoyed the bits of material. They had to make a place for the
penguins to live. They really enjoyed that, because I find now even in their play, if
something looks like and egg, it’s like, ‘It’s a penguin egg’, you know? They really enjoy
that role-play, imaginative play, you know, entering into a world where they have to
look after this penguin and it all relies on them, they loved that. (S3)
Furthermore, teachers observed that the prop boxes provided by Young at Art
following the festival visit stimulated children’s imaginative abilities and role play.
I actually have noticed their role-play’s been much more engaged. I see them more
confident in it, and children who wouldn’t have previously…they actually are getting
into it, they want to be the penguins. Because we got the wee follow-up box and I set
it in the quiet room, and they were putting on the ties like ‘I’m a penguin number one,
look at me! I’m the zookeeper!’ And things like that. (S3)
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They did use the prop box, you know, and they were using it, maybe not in the way
that they had thought in the whole kind of drama about the penguins, but they were
using it. And again, maybe that is just developing their own imagination, you know,
that they can use it in different ways. (S2)
5.2.2 (c) Open-ended and Child-led Activities
Open-ended and child-led activities, whether in drama or visual arts, were observed
by teachers to have supported the development of children’s imaginative ability.
I think as well, one of the one’s they really enjoyed was the most open-ended activity.
It was the black canvas, and then they had glues, and glitter, and junk, and string, and
lots of different things to actually use onto this blank canvas. The fact that the activities
were so open-ended. (S1)
The drama I definitely think was some of the best. When the artist was taking us for
the drama, and running with their ideas, and saying that ‘Wow, that’s a good idea’.
(S1)
5.2.3 Critical Thinking Skills
One teacher noted definite development in children’s critical thinking skills following
the children’s participation in the project.
Enhanced. Definitely. And the fact, if you’re seeing a transfer into other subject areas,
or other curriculum areas, I think that’s impressive… five [out of five]. I think it’s strong.
(S1)
The other teachers found it more difficult to assess a direct impact of the project on
children’s critical thinking skills, and stated that the impact on children’s confidence
and imagination was more readily observable.
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I would just say it has been a good support for them, you know? You can’t-, for us it’s
kind of hard to pinpoint you know, that kind of direct support… I think the imagination
part of it was definitely up there more than the thinking skills. (S2)
It’s just another opportunity to use their skills. Another opportunity to develop. It’s all
part of the programme, it’s not something that stands alone. (S2)
It’s so hard to measure that isn’t it? Probably from what I’ve seen, I’d say a three or
so [impact out of five], you know. I think it’s more, like, confidence and creativity rather
than thinking. (S3)
Regardless of the difficulty in assessing critical thinking, all teachers noted examples
of children exercising their critical thinking skills throughout the project.
5.2.3 (a) Problem Solving and making appropriate Suggestions
Teachers noted how visual art and drama activities promoted children to develop their
problem solving abilities, and their capability to offer appropriate suggestions in
response to problems.
It was maybe a bit of that art process that they had to think of how they were going to
stick it on, what they were going to do. (S2)
They were thinking of where might a plane go to, and how might you get somewhere,
you know? So they were beginning to use their thinking skills to problem solve, a
language problem solving type activity. (S2)
There’s a certain language, my assistant mentioned it as well. ‘I know, why don’t we?’
as a sentence starter. Or ‘Why don’t we try?’ I have noticed those couple of sentences,
from definitely our higher ability children…We were reading a story the other day, and
it was about a balloon that got stuck in a tree, and that language of ‘I know. He could…’,
or ‘I’ve got an idea. He could get a ladder’, or ‘I’ve got an idea. He could climb the tree’.
And it’s all that kind of language that’s stimulated from Young at Art. (S1)
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5.2.3 (b) Decision Making
The use of visual art activities was also noted to be beneficial in the development of
children’s decision making ability by presenting them with the opportunity to choose
from a range of resources in order to complete their artwork.
I was working with XXX… it was the black canvas… we’d talked about stars and things
like that…It really surprised me when XXX said ‘Oh, this is Hey Diddle Diddle. Here’s
the cat, here’s the fiddle, and here’s the moon’… linked that nursery rhyme to it, and
that’s her decision making, and making her choice of what utensils she wanted to use,
and putting her own imaginative idea to that. (S1)
5.2.3 (c) Openness to the Suggestions of Others
Teachers also observed that during project workshops children were receptive to the
suggestions of others, for example in a workshop activity where the children had to
imagine wearing a variety of shoes as suggested by others.
In the workshop one of the dads…or someone said ‘I’m wearing octopus shoes’. And
just getting them to think ‘Well what would that be like?’ Getting on board with another’s
idea. (S3)
This teacher also noted an increase in teamwork between children who, following the
project were engaging in collaborative art projects.
A lot of them are really coming together like in their art, they like to make ones together,
and they’re joining in really well. (S3)
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5.2.4 Equipping Teachers3
Teachers talked positively about the impact that the project had on them, discussing
how it provided professional development in child-centred delivery; enhanced their
confidence in delivery of drama activities; and also provided them with tools they could
incorporate into their classes.
5.2.4 (a) New Perspectives
The project introduced teachers to new perspectives of child-led delivery, focussing
on the process rather than the outcomes of activities, and changed the way teachers
responded to children’s ideas and suggestions.
I do think that as teachers…you’re pressurised sometimes by your plans, you’re
pressurised by what you need to do and what you need to achieve, especially when
all your children are going into the P1 teacher, and there can be a sense of ‘What’s
been happening in nursery ‘cause they can’t do x, y, z yet?’ And you know, you do feel
that. You want children to be able to hold a pencil. You want children to be able to cut
and things like that, to support their learning in Primary 1. And I think that concept of
just letting go, and letting the children lead these imaginative experiences was great
for me. (S1)
I guess as a teacher as well, I’ve been probably taking on their [children’s] ideas more
which in turn impacts their play, or what happens in the classroom. (S3)
Especially, you know, even coming from drama and art specialists, you know, I don’t
think maybe that would be one of my fortes! But to see how they approach it was good
for us. (S2)

Links to the Additional/linked project benefits of increased level of creativity in teachers, their
teaching methods and classroom practices, and; professional development for teachers in childcentred delivery.
3
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5.2.4 (b) Enhancing Teachers’ Confidence
Another impact of the project that teachers discussed was the increase in their
confidence and ability in delivering creative and dramatic activities following their
participation, which served to enhance children’s nursery experiences.
Also helping staff with their confidence in delivering dramatic lessons. I know for myself
and my classroom assistant, we feel more confident in delivering those and so the
children are getting better experiences. (S2)
And I would definitely say the impact they have on staff, ‘cause I know they have a big
impact on our nursery assistants, on myself. And I think for someone to come in, with
ideas, with a project, and for us to want to be more like them, I think, you don’t really
get much better than that. (S1)
But I think for us as a nursery it’s given us the confidence, too, to carry on. I know, well
like with funding, that a project like this mightn’t carry on forever…but it’s given us the
skills, the confidence to deliver it, which is vital for children and future years. (S2)
5.2.4 (c) Enhancing Classroom Activities
Following the project, teachers also reported incorporating ideas and activities from
the workshops into their daily classroom activities.
I know that we have used a lot of their games and things that after lunch…as a benefit
for us, and we can pass that on to the children by engaging them, you know, in wee
activities. (S2)
There was an activity I did…and sort of, copied that Young at Art that was open-ended,
but structured through a theme. (S1)
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I think from my point of view, you know, I’m not a specialist with drama or art or
anything like that. So, being able to draw on some of their activities and games and
ideas and stuff like that is really helpful. (S2)
5.2.5 Suggestions to enhance the project
Following the project, teachers made a number of suggestions for ways in which the
Creative Child project could be enhanced.
5.2.5 (a) Providing Additional Context
Several teachers suggested that the children may have experienced greater benefit
from the theatre show and some of the creative visual arts activities if they had been
provided with more context to aid their understanding.
The teachers from one school noted that the children in their classes were confused
by the show that they went to watch at the Belfast Children’s Festival, and that some
additional background knowledge about the show and its themes could have
enhanced the children’s experience.
I didn’t realise that the play that they went to see was based on a book – and if we had
the book we could’ve prepared the children better. (S2)
I think just with a wee bit of talking through the story, because I actually bought the
story for my daughter and I was able to talk through it. So maybe just a wee bit of more
background knowledge for the children would kind of help. (S2)
Related to this, two teachers also felt that the content of the penguin show at the
Belfast Children’s Festival was too mature for the children, and that they had difficultly
relating to the show.
The show I found was maybe a bit too mature for them… I just found maybe for nursery
it was a bit over their heads. (S3)
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Whether it was the topic that they used this year and the whole show of the penguins
that the children kind of found a wee bit more abstract. Last year they could relate a
lot better to it, it was about a butterfly and it was a wee bit more around their
experiences and something they could relate to. For me, it kind of felt a wee bit too
out of their depth at this stage. (S2)
The teachers from one school also felt that the children’s experiences in the art
workshops when they were making houses for animals to live in could have been
enhanced by the provision of more context in the form of a story for background, or by
the provision of visual cues.
I think for the art activity, although the children were engaged in the process of the art,
I think for their imagination, you know, and building the houses, it might need to be
explained a wee bit more to them, you know? And brought more to life, maybe with a
story at the beginning, or something for them to spark that wee bit of imagination for
them… I was thinking if there were more visual clues for them, I think they could then
use their imagination a bit more. (S2)
They were making houses for animals, but there was no animals for them to look at or
see, and they didn’t really understand that they had a box that they had to decorate,
and that was really what they were doing. They were decorating a box and filling it with
stuff. I didn’t feel that they really understood, or had the concept of what they were
trying to do. So yes, the process was fun, they got to use lots of materials, but it was
all a wee bit random for them, and just a wee bit too abstract. (S2)
5.2.5 (b) Project Structure and Schedule
Several teachers noted that the scheduling and duration of the workshop sessions and
festival show could impact on the extent to which children benefited from the activity.
Discussing the scheduling of the art and drama sessions being run one after another,
the teachers from one nursery felt that the children were tired after the first session
and so did not gain as much benefit from the second session.
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The length of the session was quite long. It could be different with a different class.
But, just with the children we had this year, it was too long for them, and that wee bit
of a break, and then going into another focused activity was a bit of a challenge for
them. (S2)
I think the first workshop in each class worked better. (S2)
The duration of the show at the Belfast Children’s Festival was also suggested as
being too long by a teacher who felt this negatively impacted children’s enjoyment.
I think a lot of them found the show, the Penguins, far too long. Like, it’s for young
children but they were saying ‘Oh, it was too long’. (S3)
5.2.5 (c) Allowing for Different Levels of Ability and Confidence
One teacher suggested that the level of questioning used in the workshops could be
tailored to children’s abilities in order to maximise the children’s benefit from the
sessions.
The only thing I think could be improved upon is probably levels of questioning… that
would be the only thing I could think… I know there’s the whole Bloom taxonomy thing,
I’m not saying they need that level of detail. But, if they had an idea of hard and easy
questions then somebody can always answer something. But I think in our lower
ability, some children probably couldn’t answer any questions. If they had asked lower
ability questions to our lower ability children it would have stimulated way more
discussion at the start, and maybe wouldn’t have taken them as long to warm-up. (S1)
Another teacher also suggested tailoring some aspects of the first drama workshop in
order to appeal more to quieter children and encourage their engagement, noting that
she did not feel that the children benefited greatly from this workshop.
I would say maybe the first drama session…that was very overwhelming for them. I
would probably say that experience, because I don’t feel they got a lot out of that. (S3)
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I would have liked, for more reserved children, a bit more calm at the start, rather than
just straight in ‘We’re Young at Art!’ you know ‘We’re so enthusiastic!’ I think that can
be a little bit intimidating… I just think for a young child, maybe have someone there
who’s quieter and who can come alongside the wee quiet ones. (S3)
5.2.6 Teachers’ Project Evaluations
Overall teachers’ gave positive evaluations of the Creative Child project and a desire
to participate in the project or similar projects again, with a number of teachers
emphasising that the project provided experiences that children would not otherwise
have access to.
Outstanding. You know, on a scale of one to 10, 10 definitely. I love the project, I think
it’s fantastic. And, I think I see the benefits for my children. … And I can definitely see
how beneficial it would be to every area and every nursery, but I think significantly
more to an area like ours where there’s a sense of social deprivation, where children
wouldn’t get an experience like that. So, I think the whole programme is brilliant. I
absolutely love it. (S1)
I would say again…five [out of five]. There’s nothing really I could fault them on. Like
it’s all high quality. The quality of it is great. And all the resources we get, they’re all
lovely. And it’s nice to send stuff home to parents as well. (S3)
I think it has been a really great benefit. It’s a wonderful experience for the children.
(S2)
There’s an awful lot of positives that I think have come out of it, you know? From all
the experiences the children wouldn’t have had, and having the male role models as
well who were prepared to play and join in, and help the children to explore their own
imaginations. (S2)
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5.3 Key Findings
This section provides a summary of the findings from the teacher interviews.
Teachers noted the importance of developing children’s confidence, imaginative skills
and critical thinking skills in the nursery context, in order to prepare them for primary
education.
The importance of creative experiences in supporting the development of children’s
confidence, imaginative skills and critical thinking skills in the nursery context was
discussed by teachers.
Teachers felt that the Creative Child project supported the development of children’s
confidence, with more children willing to participate in activities and try new things both
during and after the project.
The Creative Child project was also felt to have supported the development of
children’s imaginative abilities with children being observed to be more engaged in
imaginative play.
The trips to the theatre, both to watch the show at the Belfast Children’s Festival, and
the extended creative experience theatre workshop, were felt to be central in
developing children’s confidence and imagination.
While observing evidence of children’s critical thinking skills including problem solving
and making appropriate suggestions; decision making; and openness to the
suggestions of others, some teachers found it difficult to evaluate the direct impact of
the project on these skills.
The project provided teachers with new perspectives on child-led delivery; enhanced
their confidence and ability in delivering drama activities; and provided ideas that they
could incorporate into the classroom.
The provision of additional context, or background to the show at the Belfast Children’s
Festival, as well as the visual arts and drama workshops could, some teachers felt,
enhance children’s experiences.
The scheduling of the visual arts and drama workshops one after another was felt by
some teachers to limit the extent to which the children benefited from the second
workshop of the day due to tiredness.
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Tailoring the first drama workshop to appeal more to quieter children and encourage
their participation could encourage those children to participate in the workshop more,
and gain more benefit from it.
Overall, teachers provided positive evaluations of the Creative Child project and a
desire to participate in it again, emphasising the unique experiences that it offered
children.
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Chapter 6: Parents’ Perspectives
This chapter presents an overview of parents’ perspectives on the Creative Child
project with a focus in particular on the impact of the project on their children’s
confidence, imagination and critical thinking skills. Focus groups were conducted with
the group of parents in each of the three settings who attended the parent-child
workshop in the Creative Child programme. Throughout this chapter details of their
direct responses are provided to ensure that the views of the parents are presented
as accurately as possible.
6.1 Children’s Confidence
Parents discussed a number of ways in which their children’s confidence had been
impacted by the Young at Art Creative Child project, ranging from confidence to
participate in activities, and confidence in social situations/interactions.
6.1.1 Participation
Several of the parents seemed to be of the opinion that the Creative Child project had
enhanced their children’s confidence in terms of being able to take part and speak
without relying too heavily on them. The following quotations help to clarify this opinion
more fully:
XXX’s not the most confident of people, that’s why I would love to do something like
this for her…So to see her working with them’uns, and what she does, yes I thought it
was good fun, yeah. (S1)
Although XXX’s confidence has grew a lot since she’s being doing it, she would still
be very shy and sort of clingy to me. But I seen her, sort of, breaking away a few times
which was brilliant. (S1)
And his confidence as well. He goes to a wee club on a Saturday as well, so I think
his confidence has grew with doing Young at Art, going to his wee club and they’re
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doing confidence building games too, so his confidence has got way up there now.
(S1)
He used to be really, really shy, and he wouldn’t have really spoke out, put his hand
up even. Where now I notice that he does do that. Even in other places, like, he’d be
the first to answer, like a question or whatnot. And his nursery teacher said the same
thing. (S1)
6.1.2 Social Interaction
Many parents also credited the Creative Child project with enabling their children to
become more socially interactive and out-going with others, as detailed in the
comments below:
I’ve actually noticed XXX, even whenever you take her to the park, she’d play with her
big sister, or done her own thing…now she’s talking, saying ‘Do you want to play?’,
and she’s going off. And I’m sitting there going ‘My goodness!’ She’s actually making
friends, you know, just taking it upon herself. (S1)
The confidence thing’s one for me. XXX being more outgoing, more chatty, more
confident, and, more expressing herself, in various ways. Her emotions, just who she
is, not being shy about letting people know who she is and what she’s at. I’ve noticed
a big change in that. (S1)
We went to a restaurant recently, and there was a few kids playing outside, running
about. And she had no problem going straight over, getting amongst it and saying ‘Hi,
I’m XXX, can I play with you guys?’ Where, before, she would’ve been a bit more
reluctant to do it. So I don’t know whether its came from that. (S2}
Because it’s such a small group as well, to see them come out of their shell a bit more.
(S2)
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6.1.3 Impact of parents’ presence at workshop on confidence
Yet some of the parents felt that their child only showed increased confidence as they
were present with them, as emphasised in the comments below:
XXX’s a bit opposite, she is very, very shy. I mean, I don’t hardly think she talks in
nursery to her teacher unless she has to, you know? She wouldn’t be a child to go and
say ‘I done this and that and all the rest of it on the weekend’. She is very shy. Not in
the house, you know, not around family members or anything, but, if I met you in a
shop, and you said ‘Hiya’ to her, she’d just look at you. Her confidence, I need to build
her confidence, and that. Today I seen it, but I was here… I was her, her backup, you
know? I was here, she was confident enough with me. (S1)
I think that if she was here on her own she wouldn’t show what she’s actually capable
of, ‘cause she is very shy outside of the house. So I thought with me being here, should
give her that wee bit more confidence to shout out, or to put her hand up, or to say
‘Yes, I know that I acted out the car’, that was her idea. But she still opened her mouth.
Whereas before she wouldn’t have. (S1)
Indeed one parent considered that her presence at the parent-child workshop actually
interfered with her child’s confidence building as articulated in the comment below:
I think XXX clings to me a wee bit to be fair. When I went on the trip with them to the
theatre, last week, and he didn’t look at me, didn’t come near me, was happy enough
with all his friends. But here in school he was like ‘Where’s my mummy’ sort of thing,
so he wanted to stay close to me. But, usually he’s not like that. (S1)
6.1.4 Confidence still lacking
Although happy with the impact of the Young at Art project as a whole, one parent was
of the opinion that her child’s confidence had not grown as a result:
On the confidence side, no. Decision making and all yes. The confidence thing would
be the goer for me. I need XXX to be more confident. But the excitement and the fun
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that she said she did have when she’s there, in her own way, you know, I can see it in
her, so I can, that she has enjoyed it. It has benefitted her in her own little way. (S1)
6.2 Children’s Imaginative Skills
Overall parents were positive about the impact the Creative Child Project had on their
imaginative skills:
It was good. It brings their imagination out. (S2)
Like they were able to entertain themselves with simple things rather than looking for
something like an iPad or even a book. Like, just being able to grab something as
simple as a bit of fabric and entertain themselves for 10 minutes I guess. (S2)
It [Young at Art] brings their imagination on leaps and bounds. (S3)
6.2.1 Imaginative play
Many of the parents referred to the way that the project had impacted on their
children’s imaginative play, as evidenced in the following citations:
There’s a whole story to it [the child’s play] now. (S1)
We took them to the park, the Valley Park’s lovely. Really big. Lots to do. And they
were playing, making up wee games, XXX and his brother, were making up wee
games for them’uns to play…‘Oh, I’m going to go to my nanny’s house’, and they
would pretend one part of the park was their nanny’s house. (S1)
Usually they are ‘Look at me going down that big twisty slide’. No, they were actually
playing games within the park, and I’m sitting there. Like, they weren’t really wanting
us, but actually getting other kids to try and join in. They weren’t really wanting me
and, or their daddy. Usually they want us to go ‘Will you go down the slide?’, or, ‘Would
you do that’, we get to be kids. No. Playing, they were happy enough getting all these
other kids to join in their games. (S1)
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Several parents also noted that their child was engaging in imaginative activities at
home that he/she had learned at the workshops:
I didn’t realise, but XXX does a lot of packing the bags, going on her adventure thing.
But now I know where that’s came from. I thought she’s made this up, but it’s a regular
thing that they do, packs a bag and we’re going on an adventure somewhere. (S2)
This adventure thing. ‘Cause like, Saturday morning she packs a bag, and binoculars,
and magnifying glasses and we’re off to do this, up in the mountains. Yeah, so that’s
my example. (S2)
XXX just does the shoe one all the time, where he’d to put on different shoes and
pretend to be this person. (S2)
6.2.2 Creativity and Imagination/Junk Art
Some parents commented on how their children were now more inclined to use their
creativity and imagination by engaging in arts and crafts activities and creative
practices they learned at the Young at Art workshops which they perhaps would not
have engaged with before:
So I would have got a box out, if I’ve bought a new whatever, here’s an empty box,
come on we’ll paint it. XXX, my younger son, would get in it and pretend to be a car.
XXX would’ve backed out. Where, now after doing this, his imagination has grew, so
now he knows, he sort of knows what he wants to do with the cardboard box, or what
he wants to do with the cereal boxes. (S1)
XXX’s imagination I wouldn’t have said was the greatest. But now that he’s done
Young at Art his imagination’s way out there. Like the things that he comes off with.
Had me making rockets and robots from the recycling bin. So it was great that he
wanted to do that with me, rather than just want to go and play with a jigsaw or play
on his own, he was wanting to do fun things, like interacting more with me and his
daddy, and granny. (S1)
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I’ve seen XXX coming home and playing in a cardboard box with her younger sister,
which she’s probably got from here. I can’t take credit for that, ‘cause I haven’t said
‘Here, what’s this cardboard box, what can we do with it?’ She’s used that herself. (S1)
Indeed some of the parents emphasised how such participation in creative tasks has
stimulated their interest in more academic activities such as writing, spelling and
making up stories. The following comments detail this thinking more fully:
The boxes, they were a big winner! You know what I mean? But it’s also the painting.
The drawing. XXX has started to paint more, draw more, tries to write and everything.
So it’s really, it’s a very positive thing. Young at Art is very positive, and I would
encourage it greatly. (S3)
XXX’s quite a budding artist anyway, she must to a hundred pictures a day. But, she’s
actually starting to ‘Mummy, how do you spell young?’ You know, she asks me how to
spell, she knows all her letters and that, so she’s actually started to write ‘Young at
Art’, on her pictures at home for me to stick up. (S1)
For example, the box that they made. She’ll be looking through the box, and lifting all
the things out, and she’ll be talking away to herself. And she makes up her own stories.
And, she’ll say, what this could be, what that could be. So she really is using her
imagination. (S3)
One parent actually noted that his child’s engagement in creative and imaginative play
also impacted upon her thinking skills, as the child was always thinking about what
she might make and what items might be useful for her creation:
It was like the rocket ship, making me drink my Coke bottle quickly because she
wanted two Coke bottles to paint. Then tying string around them to make an engine
for her to go to space… And she painted it, and, she was looking round the kitchen
going ‘Coke bottles mummy, drink them’, you know, she was thinking about what she
could do for an engine. (S1)
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6.2.3 New uses for existing objects
Similar to the sponge activity at the Young at Art workshops, where children were
encouraged to imagine what else the sponge might be, some parents noted that their
children re-imagined what some of their existing toys were:
t’s not so much recycling stuff in the house either, it’s been like toys, in that she’s a
Barbie camper van. So her and her sister would get it out, and sit in it, and pretend
they’re in McDonalds… They’re using it in a different way... you don’t need toys or
expensive stuff, but I’ve seen that with XXX, she’s using her toy, not just as what it is,
but as something different. (S1)
I’ve noticed that too with XXX and his wee brother. They will play with their toys
differently now. It’s not just a car on a mat. It’s a car away far out there into space or
something. (S1)
6.2.4 Difficulty of assessing impact on imagination
One parent noted the difficulty of assessing the impact of the Young at Art project on
their child’s imagination:
I don’t know whether it has encouraged it more, or whether he would’ve been more
imaginative you know anyway… And whether XXX is using his imagination more
through this, I can’t say for definite, because he would’ve used his imagination quite a
bit anyway. (S3)
6.3 Children’s Critical Thinking Skills
Many parents also expressed a positive impact of the Creative Child project on their
young child’s thinking skills.
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6.3.1 Decision Making
Some parents made reference to enhanced decision making skills as a direct impact
from the project, as evidenced in the following comments:
He knows he can make the choice. So I’ll say ‘What shoes do you want to wear with
that?’, or ‘What coat do you want to put on?, and then he’ll go ‘I’ll go and get my own’,
or he knows where they’re kept and he’s able to do that. (S1)
XXX’s been making decisions that, ‘I can go to bed all by myself now mummy. I’ll go
up the stairs, you stand at the bottom of the stairs, and I’ll get into bed, and I’ll sing
myself my goodnight song’. And it’s heart-breaking. And I’m going ‘Right, ok’. ‘I’m a
big girl, I can do it all by myself’. She comes in ‘Where’s my toothpaste? I go brush my
teeth all by myself’. And just making these decisions, it’s like, ‘It’s ok, mummy’. ‘Ok
honey’. You know, she’s wanting to do those things, and make those decisions herself,
you know? (S1)
6.3.2 Making Suggestions
Some parents also referred to the way the children can offer suggestions as a result
of having participated in the Creative Child workshops:
I’ve found that they do try to make more choices. Like if they hear me talking about
something, and then they’ll say what they feel. Know like if I’m talking to their daddy
about something, like, they’ll maybe chirp in about their answer to my conversation or
to my questions. (S1)
We went on holiday. Well, she went to England recently. And she mentioned in the
car, randomly, like ‘Don’t forget our passports’ and stuff like that. So that might’ve
came from one of your workshops where she’s playing about. So she’s starting to think
now ‘I need a passport if I’m going to the airport’ and stuff like that. (S2)
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6.3.3 Problem Solving
Some comment was also given to children’s problem-solving skills:
Like when they brought their box home, I was like ‘What’s this?’, and then he said
about the snake sleeping, I was like… ‘What? A snake sleeping?’ And then he opened
it up, and there’s, was it pipe cleaners or something he had in it? And like it’s still in
his bedroom. And in fact one of the bits of fluff or whatever it was he had put on the
top has come off, and he’s like ‘We need to get glue to fix the house’, and his clay
snake, it broke, so it’s sitting on the windowsill so it doesn’t get broke anymore. And
he’s all biz about it, you know. (S3)
XXX would try to solve, problem solve… Oh she would! You know, if I say ‘That’s not
going right’, or ‘I haven’t done that right.’ She’s always willing, ‘Well let me try.’ And I
would let her try. And sometimes she actually is able to do it. (S3)
6.3.4 Explaining
Another parent emphasised the way her child can now explain things having
participated in the project:
XXX’s explaining a lot better… she’s got red hair so she’s got a temper, and, she’d go
out, and then she’d come in and say ‘I got very angry there’. And she’ll explain really
why she got angry. And we would talk about it, and I would say ‘Well, do you really
think that you had to get angry?’, ‘I really think I did, just for a minute I had to get
angry. But I’m happy now’. So she’s like, you know, she’s explaining to me why. (S1)
6.3.5 Difficulty of Assessing Critical Thinking
Similar to the experiences of some of the artists (see chapter 7) and teachers (see
chapter 6), some parents found it difficult to assess changes in their children’s critical
thinking skills:
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I haven’t noticed any great difference to be honest. But then maybe I haven’t been
looking for it either. So maybe now that you said it, maybe I will be sort of looking out
a bit more. But, I don’t know whether it’s just a general thing from being in nursery or
if it’s been from the project, you know, ‘cause they’re learning so much every day in
here as it is, on top of what yous are bringing, you know. (S3)
6.4 Impact of Project on other Children in the Household
Some of the parents also emphasised the impact of the project on other children in the
household who did not even participate in the Creative Child sessions, as articulated
in the following comments:
She told me about the dancing. She’s trying to get her big sister to do it all too,
whenever she comes home. ‘XXX, join in. XXX, join in’. Which is great. (S1)
My other son has been picking up from XXX, watching him. ‘Cause he wouldn’t have
been as much into, ‘cause he’s P2, making up wee stories and playing. But he has,
maybe by watching XXX, you know, I can see him now with his trains and things, you
know, having races with them, and talking about them and things…maybe it’s rubbed
off a bit on his sibling, you know. (S3)
And even our 10 year-old son, he would talk to XXX about when he was here in
nursery. And he says ‘Well there was never anything like Young at Art when I was
there’. Which wasn’t, you know, all that terribly long ago when you think about it. But,
he would join in with XXX, and he would go back to maybe XXX’s age. So it’s also
encouraging him to use his imagination…A four year-old and a 10 year-old, can fight
too, as siblings, as most siblings do. But it brings them together, where they can both
sort of talk about things that XXX has done in nursery. (S3)
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6.5 Connecting Parents with Children’s Experiences4
According to several of the parents, the receipt of letters home regarding the project
as well as participation in the parent-child workshops, provided parents with a
connection or better understanding of what their children were doing in nursery and
on the Creative Child project. Moreover the letters and workshop seemed to increase
parents’ ability to discuss the Creative Child experiences with their children and to
interact more fully with them.
6.5.1 Increased interaction and understanding
Many parents expressed how the increased involvement on their part led to enhanced
understanding of the project and in turn increased interaction with their children.
Letters home appeared to equip parents with tools to stimulate conversation and
interaction with their children concerning the activities in nursery linked to the Creative
Child project:
It gives you pointers on how to start a conversation with your child. Cause if they are
talking you, like if they said to you first, you’re like going along with it, and then maybe
it just ends, and you’re like I wanted to talk more about that. (S1)
I think it has been good, ‘cause when I’ve been asking my daughter about the
workshops, I get very little information from her. So I think the wee questions at the
bottom of the leaflets they give you is good, to try and get more information out of
them. ‘Cause I think without those wee leaflets I don’t think I would have got any
information at all from her. (S2)
And they’re quite excited that you knew that too. (S1)
Cause her eyes and all would, How do you know that?’ I had to sort of say ‘I had the
piece of paper to help me! (S1)

Links to the Additional/linked Project Benefit of Increased Parental Engagement in their Children’s
Experiences
4
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Indeed a small number of the parents in one of the settings added that even more
information would be useful:
More [letters] would be good. (S1)
6.5.2 Increased involvement with children
The parent-child workshop also served to increase parents’ understanding of their
children’s time in nursery and as a result enhanced their interaction with their children.
The following comments clarify this thinking more fully:
To interact with your child with what they’re doing in school is a good thing too, to sort
of know what they’re doing, to help them along, get involved with it. (S1)
You wondered where she was getting it from, and you’re thinking maybe Miss XXX’s
teaching them that…But now it’s all, the penny’s dropping. It’s coming from here! (S1)
But now I know where that’s came from. I thought she’s made this up, but it’s a regular
thing that they do, packs a bag and we’re going on an adventure somewhere. (S2)
It was good to see what they’ve actually been doing in the class. ‘Cause as much as
XXX has been coming home and told me bits and pieces, you can’t, you know, even
photographs don’t show you exactly what they’re doing, so it was lovely to be able to
take part in it today. (S3)
It was good to get seeing what they were doing, and getting more involved with them,
so you know then you can take that home as well and use it at home. You know, use
the tools at home with them. (S1)
I must admit I wouldn’t tend to be walking around my house like pretending I’m in rollerskates or a penguin…Just even seeing how XXX was able to take part and how he
interpreted, you know, even like what the sponge was, you know. So that was good to
see his enjoyment out of it. (S3)
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6.6 Equipping Parents for Play5
Parents discussed how they incorporated tools and ideas gained at the parent-child
workshops at home to foster children’s confidence, imaginative skills and critical
thinking skills:
It was good to get seeing what they were doing, and getting more involved with them,
so you know then you can take that home as well and use it at home. (S1)
If we were out and about, like, you know, if you’re in Tesco’s and, you know, you would
see a banana and say ‘Anna, what could that be?’ you know? Just wee fun things.
(S1)
I could use more of that stuff today, yes. You know, do we get stuff out of the recycling
bin and say to her ‘Right, XXX’. It’s alright getting the arts and crafts table out and
going ‘Right, paint’. Now I’ve a better understanding of what to do, with her. To pull
that imagination out of her a wee bit more. (S1)
I think the sponge game is good. And to try and think of different words, how to
describe things, it’s good learning for them. (S2)
Just maybe encouraging them, you know, and actually playing with them to use their
imagination. You know, ‘is it more than just a sand castle you’ve just built?’ So maybe
just interacting in a better way, ‘cause I must admit I, he would play away by himself
and make up his own stories, but I would never be like, getting involved with that story,
d’you know. So probably from that today, we could sort of join in and say ‘Well I actually
I think your castle today is a big cake’. (S3)
I’ll certainly take a lot away from it. How to interact more with your child. How to
promote play. How to promote imagination…and so very beneficial, and would love to
see much more of this. (S3)
Links to Additional/linked Project Benefits of Increased Parental Engagement in their Children’s
Experiences, and Increased Confidence, Ability to Express Themselves and a Willingness to Try New
Things in the Parents
5
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6.6.1 Improving Parents’ Confidence
Some parents alluded to how the Creative Child project also enhanced their own
confidence as a person:
I think it builds our confidence up too. I’m a very shy person, like, so even though I
would be creative at home with my kids and wherever, all through my years of being
a child, teenager, whatever, I was always really creative. But never had the confidence
to maybe come to one of these classes and do it. Where now I have kids, I have to.
But, when you actually do get there, you do enjoy it… And you do notice yourself your
confidence building up I think too. (S1)
It also taught us that we can use our imaginations as well and become like little children
if you like, just for a short period of time. (S3)
6.6.2 Supporting Relationships
Some parents also indicated how the parent-child session also enabled parents to
build better relationships with each other, as confirmed in the following comment:
But you’re also interacting with other parents. You know, bringing your children in in
the morning, it would maybe be a quick hello and goodbye… you’re building
relationships, not just with your children, but also with other parents too…Which is very
vital, I think. And with the teachers as well. (S3)
6.7 Additional Sessions
When asked to express their views on further sessions, there was a general
consensus that parents would like to see more Creative Child sessions take place for
a variety of reasons:
I would, for the confidence side where XXX’s concerned. I would like to build her
confidence up. (S1)
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6.8 Impact of Creative Child
Parents discussed a number of overall impacts of their child’s participation in the
Young at Art Creative Child project as exemplified in the comments below:
Just that the kids can think outside the box as well. (S2)
It gets their wee imaginations working too. It’s creative for them. (S2)
We were going through a wee stage where XXX was reluctant coming into school.
And I think it was just a wee bit fearful. That first thing in the morning leaving parents,
and all that sort of thing. When she found Young at Art was coming in, it wasn’t a
bother. Straight in through the door. So it also helps children who are maybe, not so
keen on school. (S3)
6.8.1 Unique Experiences
One parent expressed how the Creative Child project provided a unique experience
for their child in the theatre trip which was not an activity they would have previously
considered taking their child to. This reflects comments made by teachers (see chapter
5) and artists (see chapter 7) too.
‘Cause I suppose everybody’s home life is completely different…And even for the likes
of trips to the theatre. I mean we wouldn’t have taken XXX ‘cause he can hardly keep
his bum on a seat, d’you know? So, even for the benefit of getting a wee extra trip out
on top of what they normally do within the nursery day. (S3)
6.8.2 Children’s self-satisfaction
Some parents referred to their children’s overall self-satisfaction in what they have
completed/created during the Creative Child project:
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I daren’t take down what XXX done; I’ve stuck it on the side of my fridge. I’m not
allowed to take that down ‘cause that’s from Young at Art, and she’s really proud of
that. (S1)
Like when they brought their box home, I was like ‘What’s this?’, and then he said
about the snake sleeping, I was like… ‘What? A snake sleeping?’…And he’s all biz
about it. (S3)
6.9 Key Findings
This section provides a summary of the findings from the parent focus groups.
Parents in the main were of the opinion that the Creative Child project has impacted
positively on children’s confidence in terms of their willingness to participate in
activities and their ability to interact with others.
A little controversy was expressed regarding children’s confidence and parents’
participation in the parent-child workshop; some parents felt their child’s confidence
only increased because they were present; whilst one parent felt that her presence
interfered with her child’s overall potential to increase her confidence.
One parent, although positive about the impact of the project in general, felt that her
child’s confidence had not increased as a result of the creative experience.
Parents were highly positive about the impact of the project on their child’s imagination
in terms of their enhanced imaginative play skills and their overall creativity.
One parent felt it was hard to determine whether her child’s imagination had developed
as a direct result of the project.
Many parents expressed a positive impact of the project on their child’s critical thinking
skills in terms of their problem solving and decision making skills, their ability to make
suggestions and to explain themselves more fully.
Some parents were more uncertain about the impact of the project on their child’s
thinking skills as they felt it was a difficult area to assess.
Some parents endorsed the impact of the project not only on their child who
participated in the project but on other siblings in the household.
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Several parents felt that that the letters home and the parent-child workshop enhanced
their own understanding of the project and increased their actual involvement with their
children.
Many parents felt up-skilled in their own ability to play with their children at home.
Some parents even felt that their own confidence had increased due to their
participation in the project.
Some parents also expressed how the parent-child workshop had enabled parents to
build up good relationships with each other.
All in all, there was a general consensus among the parents regarding their eagerness
for more Creative Child sessions.
Overall parents felt that the impact of the project had been positive due to the unique
experience provided as well as children’s overall self-satisfaction.
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Chapter 7: Artists’ Perspectives
All of the workshops in the Creative Child Project were led by professional artists in
drama or visual arts. These artists worked in the same schools throughout the project
to build rapport with the young children and to ensure progression in skills. This
chapter presents an overview of the artists’ perspectives on the Creative Child Project
and its impact on the participating children, their parents and teachers. The artists
were interviewed towards the end of the project. In two of the schools, the drama and
visual arts artists were interviewed together and in the third school they were
interviewed separately due to work commitments.
7.1 Artists’ Objectives
Artists discussed their objectives when facilitating workshops with the children which
including being child-led, fostering children’s creativity, and promoting inclusion.
7.1.1 Child-led
The importance of the workshops being child-led was an issue which was felt to be
very important by the artists.
The most important thing has been that everything that we’ve done throughout the
project has been led by the children. Obviously we plan and structure it, and prepare
the material, prepare the sessions. But the idea is that we are constantly, kind of,
opening doors for them to walk through, and for them to lead the activity, to provide
the ideas, the content, and the suggestions, the thoughts, the comments. So at every
stage that comes as much as possible from the children, with support and guidance
and help from ourselves. (S1)
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7.1.2. Fostering creativity
Some artists discussed the objective of fostering children’s creativity in the workshops
and emphasised the process-based rather than outcome-based nature of the
workshops.
Creative expression, and the process. So it’s allowing them the freedom to express
themselves, without any limitation, basically. So they’re not dictated as to what to use;
use as much material as they have, resources as possible. (S1)
I think mine was about them using their imagination, and creating whatever they
actually wanted. So, it wasn’t about how good their piece was, it was about how, what
it became. Because even in the clay, like some of them stuck loads of sticks in it, but
it turned into a bird…then they were able to imagine that this creature needed to be
fed and watered and looked after. (S2)
Inspiring them to be as imaginative as possible, and also building confidence by
validating any ideas that they do come up with. So, there’s never any wrong ideas in
a drama workshop like this. (S2)
7.1.3. Promoting inclusion
Artists sought to promote participation in the workshops; however, they appreciated
that different children would engage at different levels and so allowed for variable
levels of involvement.
To make sure that as many voices are heard as possible. That everyone’s included.
That there is good interaction between children. That there’s good interaction between
the children and their teachers and support staff. (S1)
We shouldn’t expect the children all to participate 100% from the word go, ‘cause
they’re all so different. They’re all different ages as well. They’re amazing, you know,
at that age, what a few months younger or older make, you know… if we give them a
bit of space to watch and observe, it’s amazing how, towards the end of the session,
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or the next session, they will be in and talking to you, and and relaxed and confident
about what’s happening. (S1)
I’ve had some sessions where, there’s a child that’s sitting in the corner, but they have
the piece of material, and they’re doing their own thing, in their own wee way. And,
you know, that is enough… To go ‘Ok. They’re listening. They’ve got it, just doing it in
their own way’. Which is great. ‘Cause obviously all kids are different. (S3)
And one of the other important things… is that the kids buy into it. That they believe
you. That they’re with you on the journey that you’re taking them on. That they do turn
on their imaginations…and that they all get involved, even if it’s in a tiny way. (S3)
7.2. Confidence
Artists discussed how they felt the Young at Art Creative Child Project and the activities
employed in the workshops benefited and developed children’s confidence.
7.2.1 Child-led activities
Artists felt that the child-led nature of the Young at Art Creative Child programme had
a positive impact on children’s confidence by validating their voices and by providing
a respectful, safe place.
They feel like they’re in a safe place, but equally, a place where they can suggest
something…that every suggestion will be treated with, you know, kind of respect, and
with delight. I think that’s important. (S1)
And they’re just like ‘Wow, we get to lead. And you want to listen to us, and what we’ve
got to say is important’. And I’ve think that gives them a massive boost of ‘Yeah, we
matter’, like, ‘What we have to say is important.’ (S3)
It’s always about making it as child-led as possible. So, therefore, the confidence
grows, because the children realise that no matter what they say, it’s going to be right,
and it’s going to be brilliant. It’s going to be so artistic and amazing…And therefore,
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like, as a group they grow in confidence, and individually they realise that ‘I can do
this, and I’m part of this team, and I’m part of this creative exploration’…the child-led
bit grows the confidence the most I think. (S2)
We try not to put a barrier down. And just let them go free. And if that means that the
workshop goes in a completely different direction, then sure…that’s grand. (S3)
The artists also noted how linking children’s interests and suggestions into the
workshops built confidence and engagement.
And we can connect the things that they’re really keen on, that they can be integrated
into what we’re doing…we can link it all together. And then that gives the shyer
children, or the children that maybe have a slightly harder time tackling the subject
matter, gives them confidence to engage. (S1)
7.2.2 Familiarity
Two of the artists commented that the familiarity and relationship the children
developed with the artists and the Young at Art process served to enhance children’s
confidence and engender greater involvement.
The first session you were sort of getting the kids to know you. And then, by the second
time you’ve come back, they’ve seen the show, and know who you are, they’re familiar.
And you’re working with the same kids again, so they’re not getting a new person. So
they feel more confident. (S1)
That was a really happy, confident little group we had today, and it’s great to see that
developing over the course of the sessions, through our pre-festival workshop, their
visit out to the festival to see the show, the post-festival workshop. Each time they gain
in confidence in terms of they are familiar with us. (S1)
It’s the increasing familiarity with it which is what builds the confidence. And I think it’s
the relationship that they develop with the material and the people delivering it, you
know. So, they feel confident because the activities, the show they went to see, the
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activities that we’ve used with them in terms of the imaginative play… the confidence
comes from having built those structures up. (S1)
7.2.3 Participation
Artists noted children’s confidence through participation in the workshops and
independent speaking.
Every single one of those children today, and we were doing the extended sessions
today, joined in enthusiastically, happily, you know. So many of them spoke out
independently. (S1)
The confidence that they’re able to come and ask you for tape, or whatever they need.
And because you’re working on the floor there’s no limits either. (S1)
Everybody chats to everybody about their piece. Is encouraged to talk about it. (S2)
And she just trotted up to me with no one else around her, you know, ‘That was fun’.
She wouldn’t really have spoken much to me before and I just thought that was really
cool. (S1)
7.2.4 Activities that build confidence
Artists noted a number of specific activities which they felt particularly benefited
children’s confidence.
The imaginative play I think is good because each time I’ve tried to allow as many of
their suggestions and their interests as well. (S1)
There was one of the girls…she’s quiet, this girl…but by the end of the workshop she’d
made this little clay creature, and put it in its wee home. And she came up and showed
me, her face just lit up, and you could just tell that she was super proud, and maybe
she hadn’t been proud of something in a long time, or ever, you know? But you could
just tell that she loved that, and she was so pleased with herself. (S3)
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I think in the visual art, the choice of materials I’ve found to be quite important for
confidence…so the fact that they can go up and decide what it is that they think they
need, is it shiny, is it soft, is it spikey, is it hard? Whatever it is, I think that gives a lot
of confidence too, ‘cause they’ve picked it for a reason. They’ve already decided that
they’ve put it in their box, or onto their creature, or on their page or whatever. And
when you ask them, they can tell you why they’ve chosen that, and what it is, and what
its purpose is. And that just really does boost their confidence. (S3)
The idea of them playing with objects that they made. Because then they had the
confidence to sort of decide things like ‘Oh, my animal’s still sleeping’, or ‘My animal
isn’t hungry, and doesn’t want any food’, while other ones were feeding it. And just the
fact that they really got into imagining that this creature needed looked after, I think it
enhanced a lot of confidence. (S2)
They can create their own world…that’s the same in the drama, like you have to, kind
of, indulge in that imaginative world and then it’s again further validated and their
confidence grows. (S2)
7.3 Imaginative Skills
Artists discussed how they felt the Young at Art Creative Child Project and the activities
employed in workshops benefited and developed children’s imagination and
imaginative skills.
7.3.1 Child-led/Process-based
Artists felt that the child-led nature of the Young at Art Creative Child programme
served to foster children’s imagination. The focus on process rather than product
appeared to enhance imaginative skills.
Their ideas can be anything they want to be…But it’s just letting them know that’s ok.
If you think that, that’s fine. It’s your ideas. It’s not my ideas. It’s yours. (S1)
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We are there to indulge their imaginations. And to kind of delve in, and go deeper, and
keep, like, turning the page so see what’s next, and to keep adding on to their ideas.
And to run with their ideas. So, these things all need practice, like, you can’t just
automatically be imaginative, like you have to learn to be imaginative, and it has to be,
kind of, nurtured and supported. And in the hour or 45 minutes that we’re there that’s
all we do. (S2)
Well otherwise your imagination stays in your head, you know, and it’s all in there, and
you’re not going to share it with anyone, and you’re not going to be able to play with
somebody else using your imagination together. And that’s where those kids are at
the moment, which is great, you know, so they’re able to share it with each other. (S1)
7.3.2 Activities to develop imagination
Artists noted a number of activities which they felt were particularly beneficial in
developing children’s imaginations and imaginative skills.
It’s the imaginative play stuff. Again, it’s everything…I think that is what this project is
about. I don’t think any single exercise is designed to enhance one of the objectives,
they’re all kind of work so closely together, that’s why I like it so much.(S1)
They can see things visually, and they’re lying on the ground and looking up at the sky
with a torch. They’re landing their spaceships they made onto the sky, or the liftoff…creative play. (S1)
I think the choice of material helped with them using their imagination. Because there
was lots of different things that they could use. (S2)
I let them play with the clay first. And I didn’t ask them as many questions on what
animal they were going to be at the start because some of them were quite quiet. And
then, I think it was actually through playing, then their imagination grew, and then they
decided what they wanted to make. I thought that was a bit better actually for some of
the quieter ones. So they had lots of imagination with that. (S2)
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I think when I have a big bag of fabrics, and I think those are really good, because it’s
colourful and it’s fun, but, it’s just sheets of nylon. So, when we start to play with those,
it’s amazing…They’re so fascinated…it could be a cake, or a butterfly wing. And I like
that as well, ‘cause it’s cheap, and it’s not like you have to go to Asda and buy like a
Cinderella costume, it’s just neutral…they know that the game’s only fun if they buy in
to it and be imaginative, otherwise it’s just a big bag of fabric. (S2)
That one’s lovely [passing the sponge around the circle] because, you know, they get
to feel something as well, their senses are starting to work, and their creativity and
their imaginations are working… you can turn it into anything. Some of them have
microphones and they sing a song, or they brush their hair, or they turn it into a racing
car, or you know? That’s a great one, I think, for imagination. (S3)
Magic backpack’s a good one too for imagination. Every time we’ve finished a
workshop where we’ve used the magic backpacks, I always remind them that they
have that forever. And they can take it out whenever they want it. And they can play
with it whenever they need it. And they can share round whatever they need, which is
nice because then maybe when they go home, or if they’re out in their garden and they
don’t have any toys around, they can still get the backpack out. (S3)
Today was great [Extended Creative Experience at Cultúrlann] because today was all
about imagination; you had putting the make-up on in the dressing room, and that was
all done from imagination. They chose the colours. Again with the hats, they were
really linking the characteristics of the hat. Like that girl that was wearing the floppy
hat said ‘I’m a painter’. So, yeah, I think it really has helped with their imagination. And
also that perfect combination of confidence and imagination, because they feel more
confident to be able to voice their ideas. (S1)
Several of the artists emphasised the importance of the role of the professional artist
in encouraging and nurturing imagination by being invested in the imaginative process.
And again it’s all about whoever’s leading is invested, like, in the game or in the idea
and it has to be ‘Look what’s inside! Oh my goodness, what’s inside? What’s inside
yours?’ Or ‘What colour is it?’ Trying to like pull out what they see. (S3)
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7.4 Critical Thinking Skills
Artists discussed how they felt the Young at Art Creative Child Project and the artistic
and imaginative activities employed in the project workshops benefited and developed
children’s critical thinking skills.
Like they notice that these big people are trusting us to, you know, play, or give an
opinion, or make a show, or make a clay animal…And they notice that, and I think that,
that gives them confidence, but it also, I think, it makes them take a step back and
think about what they’re doing a bit more. Because, we’re giving them the opportunity
to have the ownership, so, they take that as like ‘Ok, I’m going to think about what I’m
doing’. You can see them kind of, get a wee bit serious, you know? Like they’re really
thinking about it, which is great. (S3)
7.4.1 Problem solving
Artists discussed how the workshop activities helped to develop children’s problem
solving skills.
It’s great having support staff…who has time to talk to each child individually. And talk
about what they’ve made, and how they’ve made it. You know, there are problems, so
they’re problem solving. They’re using materials to make something. If tape doesn’t
work, maybe use glue. (S1)
I’ll have lots and lots of things, some things might run out. There might have been 20
feathers and they’ve all gone. So, ‘I wanted a feather!’, ‘But what else could you use
in place of that feather? Could you use something else to make that?’, ‘Oh yeah,
maybe this’, you know? And their ability to actually kind of chop and change. Or, you
know, if they can’t cut through them, what else can they do? Can they tear it, can they
move it a different way? If something doesn’t stick together, can it be put in a different
way, could it be used? (S3)
We have got to save the egg, but it’s all the way across this cold land. We’ll get them
to make up where the land is, what the surroundings are. ‘Stop! Did everybody hear
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something? What was that?’ And someone puts forward like a bear, ‘How are we going
to get around the bear?’ By just kind of suggesting something like ‘There’s an iceberg’,
and how they get round it. And this group were amazing with their ideas that they had
to get around. You know, jump over it. Cut through it. Melt it. Like, you know, they
knew. And I thought they worked together as a team really well. (S3)
Problem solving, yes. Because always when we do a drama, adventure is part of the
workshop… I always invent problems like ‘How are we going to get there, we don’t
have a car? What are we going to do?’ ‘We’re in the jungle, a tiger’s attacking us; how
do we help it? How do we help ourselves get out of this situation?’ So they’re always
having to practice problem solving. (S2)
7.4.2 Explaining
Artists discussed how the project and workshop activities helped to develop children’s
explanation skills.
I ask them questions about the show [The show the children saw during Belfast
Children’s Festival]. ‘How did that happen? Why did that happen? How did we know?’
One of the interesting things was how did we know that the star wasn’t well? Or wasn’t
happy? Or was cold? And they were able to say, you know, ‘It stopped twinkling’, you
know, things like that. (S1)
I always have a discussion with them after we’ve seen the show, and say ‘Who liked
the show? Who didn’t like the show? Who thought it was ok?’ And if they don’t like it,
I will always ask them why. And I will also always tell them that it’s ok to not like
something. ‘Cause I think sometimes, we live in a culture where people go ‘Yeah, it’s
alright’, but it actually means they didn’t like it, but they don’t know how to explain it.
So I’ll always try and get people to explain why they didn’t like it, and also tell them
that’s totally fine. Like, you don’t have to like everything, you know? As long as I think
they can express why, then that’s fine. (S2)
When they’ve started making whatever it is we’re doing, we will go round and ask them
about this. About the choices they’ve made, and why. (S3)
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I do ask them and wait for them to explain things. And I think that’s important as well…
it’s quite indulgent, like the teachers don’t always get that time to sit and listen, and,
you know, ask them to explain why. (S2)
So the things that they’ve chosen and the reason why they’ve chosen it. And
sometimes they’re like ‘I don’t know’, and you’re like ‘Well, think about it’, you know,
‘What was your creature? Why would it like that?’ And then they do think and they do
give you an answer. ‘Because it’s soft. Because it’s warm. It needs a bed. (S3)
7.4.3 Decision making
A number of artists noted that children’s engagement in imaginative and creative
activities could support the development of critical thinking skills such as decision
making.
One of the best ones for me this year was probably doing the wee clay creatures.
Whenever they were making their wee imaginary friend. So it could be anything,
absolutely anything. Big, small, flat, fluffy, whatever. Whatever they wanted. Any
creature, any animal. It could be from space. And all that was kind of open. And the
things that they came up with, creatively, were insane. Like, so impressive, like,
beyond what I could’ve hoped for. And the way they made them. And they chose
specific materials. Like, you might have had one child that did choose only
feathers…Another child just chose pasta and spaghetti…that ability to kind of, let their
imagination run free basically. (S3)
Decision-making, definitely, because I always ask them to make decisions, and I think
any time you get to practice that is beneficial. (S2)
7.4.4 Difficulty of assessing critical thinking
Similar to the experiences of some of the parents and teachers, some artists found it
difficult to assess changes in children’s critical thinking skills.
But it’s definitely the hardest one I think, to quantify, it’s the most sophisticated. (S1)
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I think that critical thinking is the one that’s hardest to talk about almost because it’s
like, not as immediately obvious. (S2)
I mean confidence and imagination, those are things that you naturally associate with
children, you know. Critical thinking is one of those things that kind of develops over
so many years. (S1)
7.5 Parent Involvement/Benefits for Parents6
The artists discussed the importance of parents’ involvement in the Young at Art
Creative Child project and they felt that parents benefitted from being involved with the
project.
So the parent-child workshop is two separate things. It’s teaching the parents games,
and then getting feedback about how the child’s developed. And yeah, that is definitely
beneficial. (S2)
7.5.1 Connecting Parents with Children’s Experiences
Artists discussed how the letters which were sent home after each workshop and the
parent-child workshop provided opportunities for increased parental understanding of,
and involvement in, the activities their children engaged in at nursery and throughout
the Creative Child project.
Sometimes kids don’t always, give that information… They’ll just not tell what they’ve
done today in school. So it’s a way for them [the parents] to actually feel part of it. I
think it’s nice to have the family element. To engage with the kids and the parents as
well. (S1)
I think it must be nice for them to have the letters and to know what’s going on with
the child, so that when their children are telling them what happened in the day, they
Links to the additional/linked project benefit of ‘Increased confidence, ability to express themselves
and a willingness to try new things in parents’ and ‘Increased parental engagement in their children’s
activities’.
6
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kind of have an idea already… ‘Cause sometimes kids aren’t very vocal in what they
do during the day… They don’t tell their parents anything. So this is sort of involving
them as well. (S2)
So it’s nice at the start of the parent workshop saying, you know, ‘We’re going to give
you a wee taste of what your kids have been doing, and show you how they’ve been
getting on.’…, the parents get to see their kids in a new light. They get to see them
leading something, having the confidence, something that’s separate from them as
well. (S1)
It was like they were acting like a fly on the wall almost, you know, being able to see
them be really creative, and coming up with ideas, and you know them being really
shocked at it, like ‘They did that?’ Like, ‘My child did that?’ And it kind of gives them a
sense of pride. I think it’s a nice bonding experience. I love the parent and child
workshops. I think the kids and the parents get so much out of it. I think it’s really
important. (S3)
However, one artist was unsure if the letters and parent-child workshop enhanced the
creative and imaginative experiences that parents engaged in at home with their
children.
I don’t know if the parents go home and do the games again. I’ve no idea. Like, we
don’t do a follow-up to check on that. So, I don’t know. I’d love to say ‘Yeah, it’s the
best thing in the world’, but, like, no idea. (S2)
7.5.2 Equipping Parents for Play
Artists discussed their hopes of the benefits of the parent-child workshop as enabling
parents to engage in playful activities with their children.
This would be a way for, I think, for parents to realise what way they can engage. And
they don’t need a lot of things. It’s just imagination and there’s simple things they can
do to get playing with their kids. (S1)
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These are tips and things, of how you play with your kids, and how you take, you know,
any idea, like a toy, and how you create a story around that toy…and that you don’t
need a whole pile of flashy things…you can play with anything at all…so it’s the
ultimate kind of follow-up to those letters that go home really. (S1)
Learning how to play with your kid is so valuable. Like when you’re a parent, you’re
maybe working, or looking after other kids as well, or might be trying to clean up the
house…You’ve a lot of things to do, and you’re busy…you’ve maybe forgotten how to
play yourself, or how to be creative, or how to be imaginative. Like, you’ve lost those
skills somewhere along the way and you don’t get to be silly anymore… You don’t
dance around, you don’t put on funny voices. And then, just having that sparked again
in you. And just learning it again, learning how to play, and to be playful with your
children. (S3)
You’re giving the children, and the parents, tools that they can use at home because
we usually are going into areas that have quite high deprivation. We know that there’s
maybe not that much money at home. In our workshops we would use things that are
already recycled. Egg-boxes, you know, bits and pieces. Things like toilet
rolls…There’s nothing that we’re using here that is expensive and that they don’t have.
It’s literally their imaginations. It’s something that they can do at home very easily, and
that they can expand on. And give them an opportunity to play, and be playful, and
have fun as well. (S3)
And it also gives the parents ideas, like ‘Gosh, I have a pillow sheet that’s blue…‘We’ll
get that out and we’ll pretend we’re on the sea.’ (S3)
7.5.3 Importance of parents’ active participation in parent-child workshops
A number of artists noted that the level of engagement and participation that parents
exhibited in the parent-child workshops greatly influenced the children’s levels of
participation in the workshop.
We very much heavily encourage the parents to join in in that session, that they don’t
just watch…you can just see the ones that at home clearly are on their hands and
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knees playing with their kids, and there are those then that are more nervous, you
know, and people that are just frightened of getting it wrong. (S1)
Like when they see their mum or dad, or granny or granda, whoever comes with them,
you know, acting like a giraffe. You can see the kid being like ‘Are you serious? Is this
allowed? We’re doing this? Ok, brilliant.’ And they become so much more invested.
(S3)
The kids get to see their parents in a different light as well, because they are, at that
moment, they’re not the authority figure, they’re joint participants and that’s really cool.
So the kids get to see their parents doing something funny, or doing something, you
know, brave, that’s really brilliant. (S1)
It’s been proven that the biggest influence on children’s development, and indeed on
their opinion of the arts, and whether the arts is for them, is very much from their
immediate family…and if they are seen to be giving approval and permission to
participate in all that, then the kids will value it in that way as well. (S1)
However, one artist, while acknowledging the value of the parent-child workshop, also
acknowledged the potential for children to engage less when parents are present.
The one little risk you get is that there’s some kids when their parents are in the room,
that regress slightly, you know, and do that thing where they sit on their knee and go
all quiet and shy and, you know, you feel like going ‘My goodness, your children are
not normally this quiet.’ (S1)
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7.6 Teacher Involvement/Benefits to Teachers7
Artists shared their perceptions of the importance of teachers’ involvement and what
they felt teachers gain from being involved with the Young at Art Creative Child project.
7.6.1 Impact of teachers’ participation
Artists stressed the importance of teachers’ participation in the workshops and
activities.
It’s absolutely vital, I think, that the teachers take part. The most successful groups in
this project are the ones where the teachers participate, and don’t just watch… I think
the teacher is the person they look up to and respect, and if that teacher is a
participating, taking part, they show that they’re valuing it. That they’re having fun.
That they see it as being a worthwhile and positive thing to do. So the kids then think
‘It’s a good thing for me to do.’ (S1)
I think it’s more important to get the teachers really, really, really on board. ‘Cause the
teachers are with the kids for so long, and they are such a crucial part of their
development. So if the teachers value what we’re doing…by positive body language,
welcoming us to the space, that kind of thing. That then the children know, ‘Ok, this is
really important. I better join in because my teacher thinks it’s great’. (S2)
The teacher is almost the parent in their lives, in school, you know? So they look to
them…Ok, we’re going to do it’, you know? The leader role needs to step up, and if
they step up, the kids get invested (S3)
And, the kids will remember that the teacher took part, and say ‘Do you remember
whenever you pretended you were a snake?’ or whatever. And, you know, it just gives
them that wee bit more connection. (S3)

Links to additional/linked project benefit of ‘Increased confidence, ability to express themselves and
a willingness to try new things in the teachers participating’ and ’Increased level of creativity in
teachers, their teaching methods and classroom practices’ and ‘Professional development for
teachers in child-centred delivery’.
7
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The kids get to see them [the teachers] in a fun new light as well, you know. Um, ‘Look
at Miss So-and-so being all silly and brave and wonderful’, you know…and having a
great time…‘Cause grown-ups don’t get to play enough. (S1)
7.6.2 Teachers incorporating activities
Some artists noted that teachers who had participated in the Young at Art Creative
Child project went on to incorporate workshop activities into their teaching and class
activities.
The teacher said she was going to use it next year. What we had done in the workshop.
That it worked really well...to realise that there’s another way to be open-ended…the
process not the outcome, you know. (S1)
The teacher loved it so much that they started a weekly drama class themselves. So
they took, like, half an hour, an hour out of their day, a week, you know, to do drama,
or get a bit creative and play…‘Cause even if they’re not interested in a career in
theatre, or art, it’s so good for confidence. (S3)
7.6.3 Professional Development for Teachers
A number of artists noted the benefits to teachers of participating in the workshop as
including professional development in child-centred delivery.
And also the teachers I think they learn so much just by watching us. Learning like,
just new ways of being…just different ways of, like, acting…or different activities. (S2)
7.7 Artist Training and Support8
Artists discussed their thoughts on the quality and impact of training provided by
Young at Art, and ongoing support provided by Young at Art.

Links to the additional/linked project benefit of ‘Professional development for artists and project
support in child centred delivery’
8
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7.7.1 Professional Development in Child-led Delivery
Artists reported favourable opinions of the training provided by Young at Art, noting
the value and importance of the training in preparing for the workshops, and the new
process-based and child-centred perspectives on workshop delivery that the training
provided.
It has been invaluable, really…you’re working with a lot of artists…and also you have
experience from the artists that have been on the programme before. (S1)
There’s some things that I’ve learnt, and they’re really fun games, that I never heard
of. (S1)
Yeah it was really good. And particularly interesting in terms of busting those myths
about children of nursery age, that they don’t have long attention spans, that they can’t
handle, you know, kind of complex ideas. That they have short memories and
stuff...these are such generalisations and these children are constantly confounding
expectations you might have…And so you speak in a way that’s appropriate, but you
certainly don’t speak to them like they’re anything other than little human beings, who
have as much right to a good quality arts experience as anybody else, you know? So
all the training was all very much part of that. (S1)
I’ve never had training on how a workshop should run. You literally just start doing it,
and figure out on your feet, you know? So having training with this is really, really
different, and really good. It really changes the way you can do things. (S3)
You’re very well prepared on what to expect in the workshops. You’re very well
supported in designing and planning the workshops. (S3)
7.7.2 Impact of training beyond Creative Child Project
Two of the artists discussed the application of their training beyond the Creative Child
project workshops, and how it had benefited them in other projects.
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I think, for me personally, the training was vital, and hugely beneficial. Not just to my
work on Creative Child, but also my work as a visual artist in the communities that I go
into. The focus was completely changed, from outcome to the person being at the
centre of it, and for it to be child-led…To, kind of, leave your ego at the door, as an
artist who’s planned out a workshop meticulously, and picked all the materials, and
decided what way it’s going to go. But, to be able to just say ‘That’s not working. This
child has suggested this, let’s change it. (S3)
And definitely, for me, it’s changed the way I do workshops and the way I approach
workshops. I would now ask a lot more questions about the groups I’m going to
see…and having it as child- or participant-led as possible. And that’s completely
changed the way I do workshops and improved them. (S2)
7.7.3 Ongoing support from Young at Art
Artists commented positively on the ongoing support provided by Young at Art
throughout the project, as well as peer support from other artists.
And also just there’s very good support from Young at Art throughout the project
anyway, you know, at all stages. I’ve always felt like Emma and Jackie have always
been just a phone call away. It was great in that respect as well. You always felt that
there was nothing you couldn’t tackle as a team. (S1)
If people gave feedback to Young at Art, she would feedback to us. And that’s so nice
to know they enjoyed it, or they got something out, you know? Because usually we
leave a workshop and that’s it… It’s nice to kind of get an email of ‘They had so much
fun’, or ‘They really enjoyed it’, or ‘They can’t wait to see you again’. You’re like ‘That’s
nice. That’s good. I’m glad’. (S3)
Anybody who’s run the project is very open for feedback. And I think it’s made me
more open, and more able to receive feedback myself. And that process means that
you’re kind of given more skills for the next workshop. (S3)
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7.7.4 Importance of project support staff
Artists commented on the importance of project support staff in ensuring that all
children were involved in the workshops.
It’s great having support staff, someone who has time to talk to each child individually.
And talk about what they’ve made, and how they’ve made it. (S1)
In other projects as well, you don’t always have the support of another one or two
people in the room who can help you facilitate…you’ve got those other people that are
there to help you. To bring you things out, or to take things away. Or help them, show
them how to do things. So I can bring scissors into a nursery school. I can bring Prittsticks because I know there’s enough adults in the room that can help them use those
things. (S3)
At the start like, I was thinking ‘Why do I need three other people in the room with me?’
And then once I started doing it I was like, ‘Wow’. It just literally means that I can talk
to each child, and will get to know each child, and they’ll get to know me. And it’s a
huge difference in what they get out of it. (S3)
7.8 Perceived benefits
Artists identified a number of key benefits or outcomes of the Young at Art Creative
Child project.
7.8.1 Unique opportunities
There aren’t that many opportunities for children of that age to explore something like
this… it then equips them and their teachers to be able to continue that kind of work,
without any of that expertise being around. I think that’s important…And they’re left
with the props boxes and things like that to be able to continue. (S1)
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Instil it now at this early age, and hopefully they can nurture it and still keep that
element, you know, that it’s freedom, and choice, and creative mind, and, you know
what, kids lose that. (S1)
7.8.2 Something for everyone
Understanding that every child is different, and they learn in different ways, and they
express themselves in different ways…so one child might not get anything out of the
first exercise…And then in the next activity they’ll love it. And it’ll be their thing, and
they’ll step forward and take their moment to shine. Which is great, you know, so that
everybody gets something. (S3)
7.8.3 Focus on the child
I think it’s such a high quality, and exciting project, and for the children to be a part of
that, and to be put at the centre of it, I think is really beneficial. Like, they’re taken out
of their heads and into this imaginative playful, artistic world. Even if it’s only about 10
hours of their time. But that 10 hours, we try and make it as special as possible. So it
shows them something different. (S2)
7.8.4 Opportunity to witness development
It’s just so nice to see the kids grow. And develop. And not all of them do in the same
way, but I think every child gets something out of it. (S3)
Being able to follow along from February to April, you see a big change in them. You
can see them maturing, because obviously the jump from three to four’s quite a big
jump. And it’s nice to be a part of that, and help them out, and give them something
that maybe they didn’t have before. Whether it be a little bit more confidence, or,
learning how to use their imagination (S3)
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7.9 Perceived Challenges and suggested changes
Artists were very reluctant to critique the Young at Art Creative Child project as they
felt there were so many positives associated with the project. However, they did note
a number of practical challenges in implementing the project in schools.
7.9.1 Constraints of space in schools
Just the logistics of working within schools…some of the schools that we’re going into
only have one room…and how do you do visual art and drama, you know, in such a
small space? (S1)
7.9.2 Time Constraints
Several artists mentioned the challenges of fulfilling the objectives of the project in the
time allotted.
Constraint of time, always. You could do this, going in once a week for a whole
term…when you count up the whole contact time with them…you never have enough
time. I think it’s always the challenge to remember you’ve got to keep it child led, to
keep everything open-ended so the kids can do the guiding…when you’re under a little
bit of time pressure, the temptation is to rush it, or to lead it more, you know that kind
of thing. (S1)
A number of artists mentioned the desire to increase the number of workshops, or
repeating workshops with children after a period of time in order to see how the
children’s confidence, imaginative skills and critical thinking skills have developed.
I think there could be more workshops. Like two drama workshops before the show.
Two visual art workshops before the show, and two after. Because I think we’re making
really, really good progress with the children. (S2)
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It’d be great to be able to go back and see the same kids. A year on, and see how
different are they. How they have developed. Whether the road that we’re hopefully
setting them on continues. (S1)
7.9.3 Preparation Time
A challenge unique to the visual artists was that of the time required to prepare for
their workshops.
There’s a lot of prep involved with workshops, but they are worth it (S1)
The only thing for me would’ve been, as a visual artist, the time that we have to prepare
all the materials…is just, is really small. Like, if we had a bit more time there, we could
do so much more. Because you only have 45 minutes, you need things pre-cut. You
need things pre-ordered. You need things pre-made sometimes, you know? (S3)
7.9.4 Group sizes
One artist noted that smaller group sizes could facilitate artists’ interactions with the
children by enabling the artist to more readily recall the individual stories of children.
The artist also suggested that larger group sizes could make the paperwork harder to
manage, and that they would welcome support when it comes to paperwork.
I would’ve said possibly, you could make the groups smaller again. I think it’s just very,
very, very hard to remember all those individual stories from the children when there’s
26 of them… it’s just a bit harder from the paperwork side of it I think, when the groups
are bigger too. (S2)
7.9.5 Consistent team members
One artist suggested that keeping the artists and support artists consistent would be
beneficial in the project.
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They have definitely really tried and almost achieved, in the keeping of the artists and
the support artists together. We’re really lucky. We have been together the entire
process with the same kids, same schools. (S3)
7.10. Key findings
This section provides a summary of the findings from the artist interviews.
The artists perceived the main objectives of the project to be to create child-led
activities which were focused on the process rather than the product and which would
involve all of the children.
Artists felt that this child-led focus of the Young at Art Creative Child programme had
a positive impact on children’s confidence by validating their voices.
The relationships the children developed with the artists throughout the duration of the
project was perceived to enhance children’s confidence and engender greater
involvement.
Similarly, the artists felt that the child-led nature of the Young at Art Creative Child
programme served to foster children’s imagination and the focus on process rather
than product appeared to enhance imaginative skills.
The artists noted that children’s engagement in imaginative and creative activities in
the project could support the development of critical thinking skills such as problem
solving, explaining and decision making.
Whilst the artists felt that children’s confidence and imagination were easier to see
being developed through the project, critical thinking skills were harder to quantify in
a short time span.
The artists felt that parents benefitted from being involved with the project by enabling
and enhancing parents’ abilities to engage in playful activities with their children.
Artists stressed the importance of teachers’ participation in the workshops and noted
that teachers who had participated in the Young at Art Creative Child project went on
to incorporate workshop activities into their teaching and class activities.
Artists reported favourable opinions of the training provided by Young at Art, noting
the value and importance of the training in preparing for the workshops, and the new
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process-based and child-centred perspectives on workshop delivery that the training
provided.
Artists commented positively on the ongoing support provided by Young at Art
throughout the project, as well as peer support from other artists.
Artists felt that the Young at Art Creative Child project provided unique opportunities
for young children to experience the arts through a high quality, exciting project.
Some key challenges of the Creative Child Project were noted by the artists including
constraints of space and time.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Recommendations
The purpose of this evaluation of the Young at Art Creative Child Project was to
investigate the impact of the project on the confidence, imagination and critical thinking
skills of the participating children. The research took a constructivist approach and
garnered the views of those involved in the project in three nursery schools. This
breadth of voices included the children, their teachers, their parents and the project
artists. These insiders’ perspectives illuminated the project from different vantage
points allowing a variety of viewpoints including those experiencing the project, the
children and their teachers; those experiencing the ramifications of the project in the
home, the parents and carers; and those who were delivering the project, the artists.
8.1 Impact of the Creative Child project on children’s confidence
The teachers noted the importance of developing children’s confidence at nursery
level and how confidence was a requisite for primary education. They felt that the
activities within the Creative Child project, including the theatre trips, supported the
development of children’s confidence. In general, the parents concurred with this view
and were of the opinion that the Creative Child project had impacted positively on their
children’s confidence in terms of their willingness to participate in activities and their
ability to interact with others. This was observed in the project sessions where children
participated fully in all of the activities, overcoming initial reluctance as their confidence
grew. It was perceived by the artists that the child-led nature of the Creative Child
project had a positive impact on children’s confidence by engendering greater
involvement and validating their voices.
8.2 Impact of the Creative Child project on children’s imaginative skills
The development of imaginative skills is central in the playful experiences in nursery
and teachers purported that the Creative Child project supported the development of
children’s imaginative abilities. Teachers commented how they could see the children
being more engaged in imaginative play as a result of the project.

Parents, in

particular, were very positive about the impact of the project on their child’s imaginative
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play skills and they endorsed the impact of the project on imaginative skills of other
siblings as children played together at home. Parents also expressed how they felt
upskilled in playing imaginatively with their children at home. Similar to the
development of children’s confidence, the artists reported that the child-led nature of
the project, and the focus on process rather than product, appeared to enhance
imaginative skills. These imaginative skills were observed to be central in both the
visual and drama workshops with artists encouraging children to use their imagination
throughout the project.
8.3 Impact of the Creative Child project on children’s critical thinking skills
Like confidence and imaginative skills, teachers, parents and artists were generally
positive about the impact of the Creative Child project on children’s critical thinking
skills in terms of their ability to problem solve, to make suggestions as well as being
open to the suggestions of others. Yet despite their overall positive response, the
respondents, in the main, felt that it was more difficult to assess the impact of the
project on children’s thinking skills as they considered the area of thinking in creativity
as much more complex. In this way it could be argued that the findings point to the
need for more work to be undertaken about how to support young children’s thinking
through their creative experiences and more specifically about what thinking in
creativity looks like in practice.

8.3 Recommendations
With increasing threats to the creative, imaginative and playful environments of early
years education, as reported by other studies (Chappell et al., 2016), and the
pervading atmosphere of performativity in schools, there are concerns about the
opportunities for creativity in children’s learning journeys. Bearing in mind the view that
creativity is a twenty-first century competence (Davies et al., 2017) and the rights of
the child to participate fully in cultural and artistic life (UN, 1989) then the Creative
Child project may be seen as an extremely valuable project which contributes to
children’s creative skills, including confidence, imagination and critical thinking skills;
teachers’ professional competence in developing creative skills within the classroom;
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and parents’ skills, as children’s first and most enduring educators, in enhancing
creativity in the home. The involvement of professional artists with children, teachers
and parents was highly regarded as these professional links are very limited, yet had
very positive outcomes for all participants with the impact enduring beyond the life of
the project.
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Appendix 1
Teacher Pre-project interview
CREATIVE CHILD
PRACTITIONER INTERVIEW
PRE- YOUNG AT ART EXPERIENCES
Introduction
General introductions
Explain background and purpose of research (stress no right or wrong
answers)
Seek permission for use of recorder – explain its purpose and assure
confidentiality
Background information relating to number of years teaching, number of
years teaching in Nursery, qualifications and any specific qualifications
relating to creativity.
Young Children’s Imagination
How valuable do you consider the imaginative experience for young
children’s learning?
If you were to rate children’s imaginative skills alongside side their
cognitive, social, personal and emotional on a scale of 5 in terms of level of
importance, where would you place young children’s imaginative skills?
What experiences, if any, do you presently provide in the nursery to foster
young children’s imaginative skills?
How would you rate young children’s level of imagination in your school at
present?
Do you believe that young children are provided with enough
opportunities to develop their imagination within the home?
How do you feel that the Young at Art Project could support the
development of young children’s imagination?
How do you feel this project might impact on young children’s
imagination?
Young Children’s Thinking Skills
How important do you consider enhancing young children’s thinking skills
in the nursery context?
What ways do you feel young children’s thinking skills can be activated in
the nursery?
Do you think that children’s creative experiences can play a part in fostering
young children’s thinking? If so in what ways?
How would you rate children’s thinking skills at present within the nursery
environment?
Do you feel that the Young at Art project could support the development of
children’s thinking skills and if so, how?
What impact do you think the Young at Art project will have on young
children’s thinking skills in particular their critical thinking skills?

Timing
2 mins

5 mins

5 mins
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Young Children’s Confidence
What emphasis would you place on developing children’s confidence in the
nursery?
What type of experiences do you offer in the nursery to support young
children’s confidence?
Do you feel that creative experiences can play a role in fostering children’s
overall levels of confidence?
How would you rate young children’s levels of confidence at present in your
nursery?
Do you feel that the Young at Art project will help to develop young
children’s confidence and if so how?
What impact, in your opinion, will the Young at Art project will have on
children’s confidence?
Anticipated views on Young at Art Project in general
What type of experiences do you think the Young at Art Project will provide?
Are you looking forward to these experiences?
Do you think they will enhance the nursery experience and if so how/if not
why not?
How might this project enhance young children’s learning?
What do you think the greatest impact of the project might be?
Do you foresee any challenges with the implementation of such a project?
Any questions on your part
Thank-you for taking the time for speaking with me this afternoon. Your
views are very important to us and will be dealt with in the strictest
confidence.

5 mins

5 mins

1 min
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Teacher Post-project interview
CREATIVE CHILD
PRACTITIONER INTERVIEW
POST- YOUNG AT ART EXPERIENCES
Introduction
Reflect on the Young at Art Experiences
What experiences do you think the children enjoyed most/least?
What experiences do you think were most/least advantageous for
children’s learning?
Young Children’s Imagination
What experiences do you think were most valuable for developing young
children’s imaginative skills and why?
Have you noticed any direct impact on children’s imaginative skills in terms
of the quality of their imaginative play? Can you provide any specific
evidence?
Do you believe that all children’s imagination skills have
improved/declined from having been involved in the Young at Art project?
Explain your response and provide examples.
If you were to rate on a scale of 5 the impact of the project on children’s
imagination with 1 representing the lowest and 5 the highest, what score
would you give it?”
Young Children’s Thinking Skills
What Young at Art experiences do you think were most valuable for
developing young children’s thinking skills and why?
Have you noticed any direct impact from the project on children’s thinking
skills and how they use them within the nursery context? Can you provide
any specific evidence?
Do you believe that all children’s thinking skills (e.g.Make appropriate
suggestions and offer alternatives; Make an attempt at solving problems
for themselves; Make a decision; Are open to suggestions from others;
Explain why they have done things in a certain way; comment on their
own work and begin to evaluate it) have been enhanced/diminished as a
result of participating in the Young at Art project? Explain your response
and provide examples
If you were to rate on a scale of 5 the impact of the project on children’s
thinking skills with 1 representing the lowest and 5 the highest, what score
would you give it?”
Young Children’s Confidence
What Young at Art experiences do you think were most valuable for
developing young children’s confidence and why?
Have you noticed any direct impact from the project on children’s
confidence in terms of their self-esteem, their ability to volunteer and
express their opinions with relative ease, their overall self-satisfaction in the

Timing
2 mins

5 mins

5 mins

5 mins
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end product and their overall ability to have a go without fear of failure?
Provide examples where possible.
Do you believe that all children’s confidence has developed/diminished as
a result of having been involved in the Young at Art project? Explain your
response and provide examples
If you were to rate on a scale of 5 the impact of the project on children’s
confidence, what score would you give it?
Views on Young at Art Project in general
How would you rate the overall quality of the Young at Art project?
What in your opinion was its greatest achievement?
What worked really well and what, in your opinion, could be improved
upon?
Would you be willing to participate in a similar project?
Would you recommend the project to others?

5 mins

Any questions on your part
Thank-you for taking the time for speaking with me this afternoon. Your
views are very important to us and will be dealt with in the strictest
confidence.
1 min
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Appendix 2
Child focus group interview

At the start of the interview, each child will be shown a set of three emojis Happy Harry, Sad Sammy and Bored Bobby. The children will then be asked:
What makes you happy? (Show them the emoji happy face)
What makes you sad? (Show them the sad emoji face)
What makes you bored? (Show them the bored emoji face)
The interviewer will then introduce discovery dog and explain that he missed all
of this activity (Show photos of the activity in question on the iPad)
The interviewer will then have discovery dog asking if the child could explain
what they did so he doesn’t feel sad.

Tell me about when you did…..?
What did you like best?
What did you not like?
What else would you like to do?
What did you learn to do better?
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Appendix 3
Artist semi structured Interview
CREATIVE CHILD PROJECT
Artist Focus Group questions
1. Can you tell us a little about what you have been doing with the children throughout
the project?
2. When you have been working with the children, what have been your main
objectives?
3. How useful did you feel the support/training was from Young at Art in helping you to
work with these children?
4. Would you have liked more support in working with young children?
5. Do you feel the activities have been beneficial in developing children’s confidence?
If so, how?
6. Which activities in particular do you feel enhanced confidence?
7. Do you feel the activities have been in developing children’s imagination? If so, how?
8. Which activities in particular do you feel enhanced imagination?
9. Do you feel the activities have been in developing children’s critical thinking skills?
(Decision making, problem solving, explaining, predicting etc.) If so, how?
10. Which activities in particular do you feel enhanced critical thinking skills?
11. Do you feel it is important to involve the parents in the project, such as the parent
child workshop? What do you think parents get from this involvement?
12. How important is it to involve the teachers in your activities? What do you think
teachers get from this involvement?
13. What were the greatest challenges of this project?
14. What changes, if any, would you suggest for the project?
15. What do you feel were the most important benefits of this project?
Thank you for taking the time to talk to me today.
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Appendix 4
Parent/carer focus group interview
CREATIVE CHILD PROJECT
Parent Focus Group questions
1. What are your thoughts today about this session where you have been working with
your children and the artist?
2. What did you enjoy about it?
3. Was there anything you didn’t enjoy?
4. What do you think your children got out of it?
5. Is there anything you would take from the session today to do with your child at
home?
6. Would you like more of these types of sessions working with your children?
7. Do your children talk about the things they have been doing in the project with Young
at Art over the last few months? What have they been telling you?
8. Has the nursery given you information on the project with Young at Art? Have you
found it useful? Would you have liked more information?
9. Do you think your child has enjoyed all of the activities in the project with Young at
Art?
10. Have you noticed any benefits for your child from engaging with the project with
Young at Art?
11. Do you think the project has had any impact on your child’s confidence?
(E.g. giving their own opinion, more confident in trying things out, not being afraid of
being wrong, happy to work with other people)
12. Do you think the project has had any impact on your child’s imagination?
(E.g. coming up with new ideas, doing new things at home)
13. Do you think that the project has helped them with their thinking skills?
(E.g. making decisions, explaining something, talking about what they are doing,
asking questions)
14. What do you think are the main benefits of the project overall?
Thank you for taking the time to talk to me today.
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